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ABSTRACT

Developing Methods for Designing Shape Memory Alloy

Actuated Morphing Aerostructures. (August 2012)

Stephen Daniel Oehler, B.S., Texas A&M University

Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Dimitris C. Lagoudas

The past twenty years have seen the successful characterization and computa-

tional modeling efforts by the smart materials community to better understand the

Shape Memory Alloy (SMA). Commercially available numerical analysis tools, cou-

pled with powerful constitutive models, have been shown to be highly accurate for

predicting the response of these materials when subjected to predetermined load-

ing conditions. This thesis acknowledges the development of such an established

analysis framework and proposes an expanded design framework that is capable of

accounting for the complex coupling behavior between SMA components and the sur-

rounding assembly or system. In order to capture these effects, additional analysis

tools are implemented in addition to the standard use of the non-linear finite ele-

ment analysis (FEA) solver and a full, robust SMA constitutive model coded as a

custom user-defined material subroutine (UMAT). These additional tools include a

computational fluid dynamics (CFD) solver, a cosimulation module that allows sep-

arate FEA and CFD solvers to iteratively analyze fluid-structure interaction (FSI)

and conjugate heat transfer (CHT) problems, and the addition of the latent heat

term to the heat equations in the UMAT to fully account for transient thermome-

chanical coupling. Procedures for optimizing SMA component and assembly designs

through iterative analysis are also introduced at the highest level. These techniques

are implemented using commercially available simulation process management and

scripting tools. The expanded framework is demonstrated on example engineering
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problems that are motivated by real morphing structure applications, namely the

Boeing Variable Geometry Chevron (VGC) and the NASA Shape Memory Alloy Hy-

brid Composite (SMAHC) chevron. Three different studies are conducted on these

applications, focusing on component-, assembly-, and system-level analysis, each of

which may necessitate accounting for certain coupling interactions between thermal,

mechanical, and fluid fields. Output analysis data from each of the three models are

validated against experimental data, where available. It is shown that the expanded

design framework can account for the additional coupling effects at each analysis level,

while providing an efficient and accurate alternative to the cost- and time-expensive

legacy design-build-test methods that are still used today to engineer SMA actuated

morphing aerostructures.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW

Active research into characterizing and modeling the behavior of shape memory alloys

(SMAs) has recently evolved into an effort to implement these materials as actuators

in modern aerospace engineering applications. To aid in the design of SMA actuat-

ing components, many unique modeling tools are readily available that predict SMA

constitutive response under most loading or environmental conditions. These models

continue to be refined to focus on more difficult design problems with complex ge-

ometries. An increase in computational resources, in the form of parallel processing

clusters and expanding allocations of fast-access memory, has allowed engineers to

incorporate aspects of the material response into these models which were previously

approximated or neglected due to insufficient computing power. However, despite

advances in computational resources, simplifying assumptions are still prevalent in

modern design methods. Examples include conducting static analyses and assuming

boundary and loading conditions that are uniform or calculated from analytical solu-

tions prior to analysis execution. However, it can be shown that these restrictions can

be relaxed to take advantage of modern computing capabilities, resulting in greater

overall accuracy and improved productivity.

The purpose of this work is to demonstrate some of the more recent developments

in SMA modeling to consider solution-dependent, dynamic conditions and material

behavior at three design levels: component, assembly, and system. The result is a

comprehensive design framework that accounts for multiple aspects of the problem

simultaneously. At each design level, a combination of commercially available and

The journal model is IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control.
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custom coded tools are utilized. The Abaqus Finite Element Analysis (FEA) suite

and a custom SMA constitutive model are used to assess morphing structure response.

Model Center, a suite of optimization algorithms and simulation process management

tools, is coupled with Abaqus to automate the execution of analyses at the component

and assembly design levels. The unique methods described here fully account for

mechanical, thermal, and fluid-structure interaction effects as they pertain to SMA

morphing components and their integration into aerospace systems. This expanded

analysis framework, while demonstrated on existing designs, is intended for use with

any morphing structure application.

A. Relevance of SMAs in Aerospace

SMAs are a unique class of materials that, when subjected to controlled changes

in temperature, have the capability of providing motion while under loads that ex-

ceed thousands of times their own weight and can do so over tens or hundreds of

thousands of cycles. For this reason, significant research has been and is currently

being conducted on implementing SMAs as high-powered, energy-dense actuators in

aerospace applications. Indeed, the use of SMAs in aerospace has proven to be quite

beneficial. Among many other capabilities, “smart” aeroelastic structures actuated

by transforming SMAs could morph to modify aerodynamic characteristics in-flight

to maximize the lift-to-drag ratio based on the current flight regime. From a mainte-

nance perspective, these SMA solid-state actuators could potentially replace complex

multi-component mechanisms that are difficult to diagnose should problems arise. Al-

ready several applications have been designed that utilize SMAs as actuators, such as

morphing wings [1]-[5] and rotors [6]-[9], active engine inlet [10] and outlet [11], [12]

structures that modify flow characteristics, and flow attachment devices [13], [14].
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An excellent comprehensive summary [15], [16] exists which describes several such

well-known and successful applications.

Some designs utilize the SMA as a morphing component to simply replace the

conventional actuators already present in fixed-wing control surfaces. One notable

example of this is shown in the works of Song and Ma [17]. Motivated by the high

energy density of SMA wires, they installed opposing SMA wires to actuate a flap

on a prototype fixed wing. Another fixed-wing application is shown in the work by

Quackenbush et al. [14], who proposed the use of actuating SMA tabs attached to the

surface of the wing as active vortex generators. This idea was motivated by the fact

that static vortex generators, while effective in reattaching separated airflow to the

wing, are the source of drag in flight regimes where they are not needed. However, not

all applications of the SMA are intended as replacements of conventional actuators.

Other designs utilize the SMA to morph the entire aerostructure. One example

is the DARPA Smart Wing Project, the work of Kudva et al. [18], which utilized

the twisting motion of internal SMA torque tubes to actuate a wing, enabling it to

have controllable, variable twist that could be optimized to best fit the current flight

regime. It is this classification of active structure, the morphing aerostructure, that

is the focus of study in this thesis.

Two specific morphing aerostructure applications, the Boeing Variable Geometry

Chevron (VGC) and the NASA SMA Hybrid Composite (SMAHC) chevron, are de-

scribed in detail here as they motivate the engineering problems demonstrated in this

thesis. Both the VGC [19] and the SMAHC chevron [12] are SMA-actuated morph-

ing aerostructures developed by engineers as active mechanisms for reducing aircraft

engine noise. Presently, static chevrons are installed circumferentially on jet engine

outlets to reduce aircraft noise by causing turbulent flow to mix in an aeroacoustically

advantageous manner [20]. However, the benefit of using static chevrons is quickly
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lost as soon as the cruise condition of the flight regime is achieved, whereupon a sig-

nificant reduction in engine efficiency is effected. The VGC and the SMAHC chevron

are separate applications that aim to replace these static chevrons so that deflection of

the turbulent engine flow can be deployed during takeoff and retracted during cruise.

The VGC assembly, illustrated in Fig. 1(a), consists of a composite panel actu-

ated by three Ni60Ti40 (wt.%) (SMA) flexures installed onto the panel surface [19].

These three flexures are fastened to the panel and covered with thin film heaters

to thermally induce flexure transformation. The panel, a carbon fiber composite,

consists of a 15-ply layup of woven fabric with two regions supported by additional

layers of uni-directional tape. These regions stiffen the panel to prevent buckling and

provide additional bias force. Multiple morphing aerostructures, shown in Fig. 1(b),

are installed circumferentially around the nozzle exit of a jet engine. When the heat

strips are activated during takeoff, the flexures reverse transform, causing the com-

posite panels to deflect into the jet engine outlet flow. This deflection mixes the

outlet flow and reduces noise. These chevrons are then deactivated during the cruise

portion of the flight pattern, cooling and returning to an undeformed shape, thus

restoring engine efficiency. Although the morphing chevron design is not currently

implemented on any aircraft, data from their flight testing was eventually used to de-

sign the static chevrons that are currently installed onto the Boeing 787 engine outlets

to permanently reduce noise [11]. The thermomechanical behavior of the flexures dur-

ing transformation is also well understood from previous analyses [21], [22] and thus

the VGC is considered an excellent motivation for the example design problems in

Chapters III and IV.

The SMAHC chevron, shown in Fig. 2, is a 5-ply composite chevron that is ac-

tuated by Ni55Ti45 (wt.%) (SMA) components [12]. In this manner, the SMAHC

chevron is similar to the VGC, however the main difference lies in actuation behav-
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SMA flexures (x3) 

Composite panel 

Stiffening Tape 
Regions (x2) 

Centerline 

(a) Illustration of the stiffening tape
regions and SMA flexure placement on
the VGC.

Chevron 
assembly 

(b) Circumferential configuration of
the installed VGCs.

Fig. 1. VGC assembly and nozzle exit system.

ior of the SMA components. Rather than utilizing the bending motion of exter-

nally attached SMA flexures, the SMAHC chevron relies on the axial contraction of

SMA ribbons installed in a pre-strained martensitic configuration below the neutral

axis of the composite. The SMAHC chevron is one of the only morphing structure

applications to have undergone representative flow testing in a controlled environ-

ment [12]. The existence of structural deflection data as a function of air velocity

makes the SMAHC chevron an attractive example for demonstrating some advanced

fluid-structure interaction (FSI) modeling capabilities outlined in Chapter V.

B. Phase Transformation in SMAs

Transformation of SMAs occurs between two distinct phases: austenite and marten-

site. At high temperatures or low stresses the SMA assumes an austenitic configu-

ration, often called the parent phase, that is characterized by a high-symmetry cubic
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~2 in. 

Fig. 2. Scaled prototype of the SMAHC chevron.

crystal structure, as illustrated in Fig. 3. From this point, forward transformation into

a twinned or detwinned martensitic state, characterized by a tetragonal, orthorhom-

bic, or monoclinic crystal structure, is dependent on the chosen thermomechanical

loading path. Following a zero-stress change in temperature (a → b), the SMA

transforms into a twinned martensitic configuration. Note that, in Fig. 3, forward

transformation into martensite begins at the martensitic start temperature (Ms) and

completes at the martensitic finish temperature (Mf ), and that the temperatures

at which transformation initiates and completes increases with stress. Likewise, re-

verse transformation occurs when following the reverse path (b → a) back into the

austenitic configuration. Along this path (a → b → a) the SMA does not exhibit a

macroscopic shape change, since twinned martensitic variants are self-accommodating

and so the resultant transformation strain is small.

SMAs also exhibit what is called the pseudoelastic effect, where a controlled

change in applied stress at constant temperature results in forward transformation

into detwinned martensite. This isothermal loading path (c→ d) causes the material
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Fig. 3. Phase diagram of the typical SMA.

to deform in the direction of the applied load. Recovery is accomplished by following

the reverse of the path (d → c) such that the material reverse transforms back into

austenite. The pseudoelastic effect is quite useful where SMA components are needed

to absorb strain energy and recover large shape changes under nominally constant

temperature conditions.

If the SMA is cooled from the austenitic configuration under constant non-zero

stress (e → f), the material forward transforms into detwinned martensite and de-

forms in the direction of the applied load. Note that the detwinned martensitic state

can also be reached from the twinned martensitic state through isothermal applica-

tion of stress (g → h) that exceeds the detwinning start and finish stresses (σs and

σf , respectively). Subsequent recovery of the austenitic configuration is accomplished

by reheating the material (f → e) through reverse transformation. The behavior of
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the SMA along the e→ f → e loading path is useful for component actuation, where

transformation can be effected through controlled temperature change to provide

work against some other mechanism.

The work in this thesis develops and demonstrates methods for designing aerospace

applications where SMA components provide loads against elastic structures, and

therefore focuses on the role of the SMA as an actuator. However, as opposed to the

simplified schematic where it is assumed that the actuator strictly adheres to an iso-

baric thermal cycle path, we instead consider an arbitrary or mixed thermomechanical

loading path that is dynamic and solution-dependent.

C. Design Framework

The objective of this thesis is to develop analytical modeling methods that allow an

engineer to efficiently model a morphing aerostructure design and to optimize over

this design with reasonable confidence that the solution is accurate. Historically,

initial boundary value modeling of conventional morphing structures entailed con-

servative approximations for mechanical and thermal boundary conditions. These

approximations were typically formulated to simplify the problem or to reduce com-

putational cost. The overwhelming majority of existing morphing structure designs

utilize the SMA within the context of an assumed highly controlled environment, and

therefore analysis of these designs tends to be simplified with static or predetermined

boundary conditions. However, actuating SMA components in a morphing aerostruc-

ture setting are often exposed to the same highly variable environments experienced

by the aeroelastic assembly: dynamic and transient thermal and mechanical loads.

Therefore, assuming static or predetermined boundary conditions is not appropri-

ate in this case. The inherent sensitivity of SMA transformation behavior to local
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changes in stress and temperature suggests that accuracy of predicting SMA thermo-

mechanical response could be improved by allowing loading conditions to vary with

the structure’s environment and by accounting for transient effects of transformation,

such as the generation and absorption of latent heat. The methods described in this

thesis therefore have the capability to account for all of these pertinent aspects of the

multiphysical problem: transient mechanical and thermal behavior, and interaction

between the structure and the fluid environment.

This work proposes a comprehensive design framework for the design and opti-

mization of SMA morphing aerostructures, as illustrated in Fig. 4 in the form of a

Venn diagram. Three aspects are of particular interest here: mechanical, thermal,

and fluid. The intersection of two circles defines the capability of the model to ac-

count for the coupling effects between two aspects of multiphysics. For instance, the

intersection between the mechanical and thermal fields implies a thermomechanically

coupled (TMC) model, where the transient evolution of latent heat is coupled to the

transformation strain rate of the SMA. Similarly, the intersection between the me-

chanical and fluid fields represents a fluid-structure interaction (FSI) model and the

crossover between fluid and thermal fields is a conjugate heat transfer (CHT) model.

The ideal model accounts for, and therefore exists at the nexus of, all three aspects

of interest.

Note that, just because the model is capable of accounting for all three fields, it

does not necessarily mean that such a powerful design tool should be blindly applied

to any and all morphing structure applications. The work here will demonstrate that

the engineer should carefully consider the necessary use of certain aspects of the ideal

model based on the level of complexity of the design problem. For example, the

engineering problems studied in this work consider static behavior, transient thermal

effects, or fluid-structure interaction based on the design level (component, assembly,
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Fig. 4. Diagram of the comprehensive design framework.

or system). However, the developed framework is, in general, capable of handling the

extreme case where consideration of all three fields is required.

Finally, an optimization study over the base design may be conducted, as illus-

trated in Fig. 4, where three defining characteristics of the study must be consid-

ered [23]:

• Objective - a function that quantitatively evaluates the performance of a struc-

tural analysis. An optimized design solution is one that maximizes or minimizes

the value produced by this function. Objective functions that are formulated

with the intent of being minimized are referred to here as cost functions, while

functions that are maximized are utility functions.

• Inputs - design variables of the parameterized model that affect the value of the

objective function. These are altered with each iterative analysis to maximize

or minimize the objective and converge upon a design solution.

• Constraints - specified criteria that the model must satisfy in order for the
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design solution to be considered feasible.

Determining the optimized design solution using a model is accomplished via

an iterative analysis process, and can therefore become the most computationally

expensive component of the framework. The effective use of iterative optimization is

dependent on the ability of each analysis to be completed in a timely fashion. The

following subsections briefly address the aspects of the diagram relevant to this work

and reviews existing literature about each subject.

1. The SMA Constitutive Model

Several models for predicting SMA behavior under thermal and mechanical loading

conditions have been developed and widely used for the design of SMA applications.

The most common of these are 1-D analytical or numerical solutions to problems

with simple geometries such as beams, wires, torque tubes, and others. However,

for modeling the complex behavior of SMAs in 3-D, design engineers often turn to

FEA implementations of more powerful, full SMA constitutive models. The Brin-

son et al. [24] and Lagoudas et al. [25] phenomenological models are examples of

custom-coded constitutive models that have been successfully implemented into FEA

commercial codes for the purpose of designing SMA applications [8], [26]-[29], [22]. A

full review of other well-known 1-D and 3-D SMA constitutive models can be found

in the text of Lagoudas et al. [30].

Many commercially available codes have the capability of referencing custom

material subroutines. In fact, commercial codes have developed native modules for

modeling the transformation of SMA components based on existing SMA constitu-

tive models. One example is Simulia’s Abaqus Unified FEA suite [31], which now

includes by default a precompiled user-defined material (UMAT) implementation of
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the Auricchio and Taylor [32], [33] model to predict the pseudoelastic behavior of

Nitinol under transformation-induced mechanical loads at temperatures above Af .

This model maps the transformation surfaces using input calibrated phase diagram

parameters and uses linear transformation hardening functions. Another example is

MSC’s Marc FEA suite [34] that includes two different SMA models. One model

is based on the same work by Auricchio [33] and thus only considers pseudoelastic

effects of the SMA component. The other model is based on the work by Saeedvafa

and Asaro [35] that predicts actuation and pseudoelastic behavior of SMAs and can

account for transformation-induced plasticity.

As will be discussed in more detail in Chapter II, the expanded design meth-

ods described in this thesis utilize an established Abaqus-based [31] finite element

framework that references a powerful UMAT implementation of the phenomenologi-

cal model developed by Lagoudas et al. [25], [36].

2. Transient Thermal Effects

An important design consideration for morphing aerostructures is the operating actu-

ation frequency of its active components. For integration into control surfaces, such

as ailerons or flaps, these active components are expected to actuate (i.e. transform)

within a reasonable timeframe in order for feedback control to be effective. Unfortu-

nately, the rate of thermally-induced SMA transformation is significantly hindered by

low thermal conductivity and high specific heat values of the material. Compounding

this issue is the generation and absorption of latent heat during transformation that

is antagonistic to fast actuation [37]. The exothermic reaction of forward transforma-

tion and conversely the endothermic reaction accompanying reverse transformation

can significantly delay SMA actuation if thermal energy is not quickly removed or

supplied, respectively [38].
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Since the removal or supply of latent heat is dependent on the rate of heat

transfer, transient thermal effects should be considered when designing SMA actua-

tor components for use in control surfaces. Thus, the specification of homogeneous

changes in the temperature field, as is the conventional practice of modeling static

behavior of SMA components, is no longer appropriate. The mechanical and thermal

equations must be solved simultaneously, in a coupled manner, in order to properly

predict actuation frequency. Several models have been developed to account for this

coupling between mechanical and thermal fields. For example, the model referenced

in this thesis contains elements from the thermodynamically consistent Boyd and

Lagoudas model [39] that describes the forward phase transformation surface using

a J2-type plasticity analogy. Another example is the SMA thermomechanical model

by Christ et al. [40] that is derived from a multiplicative strain decomposition, and

therefore accounts for large deformations. Using this model, comparative analysis

was performed on representations of SMA specimens, whereupon a rate-dependent

increase in body temperature was observed under pseudoelastic loading conditions

and a change in actuation strain rate was observed with a change in heat flux. An-

other example, from the works of Richter et al. [38], is an implementation of the

Muller-Achenbach-Seelecke model [41] into an Abaqus UMAT to analyze the latent

heat induced damping characteristics in pseudoelastically transforming SMA beams,

tubes, and wires.

As mentioned previously, the SMA constitutive model described in Chapter II

is rigorously derived in a thermodynamically consistent manner and therefore may

include the volumetric latent heat term in the energy balance [42]. However, in ac-

counting for latent heat, the numerical computation of the global structural response

becomes quite complex, since convergence upon a solution of the coupled thermome-

chanical equations is highly dependent on time increment size and mesh refinement.
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3. Fluid-Structure Interaction

The overwhelming majority of existing morphing structure designs utilize the SMA

within the context of an assumed highly controlled environment, and therefore anal-

ysis of these designs tends to be simplified with predetermined boundary conditions.

However, the integration of SMAs into aeroelastic structures [43], [19], [14] moti-

vates an increased demand for more complex modeling of their operation in realistic

dynamic environments. The highly coupled nature of fluid flow with aeroelastic struc-

tures requires careful consideration of interaction effects. This is especially important

with SMA actuated morphing aerostructures, since the SMA exhibits variable actua-

tion characteristics that are highly dependent on thermomechanical loading history.

The coupled interaction between fluid flow and actuating SMA structures has

already been studied to some degree using a variety of fluid-structure interaction

(FSI) analysis techniques, however this subject seems to have been limited to works

by Lagoudas and coworkers. For example, one relatively early work describes the use

of cosimulation to analyze the FSI of a smart wing that actively morphs to maximize

aerodynamic performance per the current flight regime [3]. In the cosimulation, a fi-

nite element analysis (FEA) of the SMA structure runs in parallel to, and exchanges

displacement and pressure data with, a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) panel

method code and iterates until the two quasi-static/steady-state simulations con-

verge upon the same solution. A later work also utilizes this iterative “partitioned”

approach to calculate change in mass flux through porous SMA channels, although

following a much more rigorous implementation of the Stokes equations into the FEA

equations [44].

This thesis represents one of the first known efforts to propose the use of commer-

cial cosimulation capabilities in an established FEA framework [21], [22]. The new
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model is able to solve complex FSI problems when specified boundary conditions can-

not appropriately capture the solution-dependent effects associated with high-speed

fluid flow. This is demonstrated in Chapter V with an analysis of a particular mor-

phing aerostructure, the NASA SMAHC chevron. Note that this framework can be

used with any such structure.

4. Design Optimization

Over the past fifteen years, much research has been dedicated to advancing engineer-

ing design techniques of smart structures for use in both active and passive appli-

cations. Earlier works describe design optimization techniques for these applications

using gradient-based or analytical solution-based approaches to simplified, often 1-D

engineering problems. A comprehensive summary [45] exists which concisely summa-

rizes methods that were developed and utilized up until 2003 and categorizes them

by general design objectives. According to this summary, primary research interest

lay in optimizing:

• placement of the active component(s) with respect to a resistive or working

mechanism,

• shape, size, and/or number of active components,

• feedback controller properties (feedback gains, voltages, damping, etc.), and

• material properties/orientation of active and passive bodies (density, number of

composite plies, orientation of fibers, etc.).

The focus of this thesis is to develop methods for designing SMA actuator appli-

cations, such as morphing structures [46]. A recent review of SMA design efforts [47]
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highlights ongoing research using iterative analysis techniques to find optimized de-

sign solutions with these same objectives in mind and many of these same techniques

will be applied herein. Another work describes the process for designing SMA spring

components using gradient optimization algorithms [48]. Efforts have also utilized

genetic algorithms to explore more expansive design spaces for such applications as

SMA wire-actuated rotors [49], SMP morphing structures [50], hybrid SMA-SMP

active joints [51], and SMA structural damping mechanisms [52]. Recent works by

Langelaar and van Keulen [53]-[55] detail more advanced methods for structural de-

sign optimization. In an effort to increase computing efficiency, they investigate the

use of structural sensitivity analysis methods [23], [56] to guide a gradient optimiza-

tion algorithm in the search for an optimized SMA actuator topology [53]. Another

work by Gurav and coworkers [57] describes a computationally efficient optimiza-

tion technique that utilizes Bounded-But-Unknown uncertainty analysis [58], [59] to

design the shape of an SMA microgripper.

An early detailed discussion of the design process for aerospace-specific SMA ap-

plications appeared in 2003, when optimization methods were applied to determine

the configuration of SMA wires to change the shape of an airfoil [3], where solid and

fluid responses were considered. In addition, the success of the flight tests for the

Boeing VGC and associated analysis studies [21], [22] has inspired related design op-

timization efforts [60]. The work presented in Chapter III and IV of this thesis builds

upon those past efforts by presenting comprehensive methods for determining opti-

mized design configurations of individual SMA components and of the whole morphing

aerostructure. Although this method is demonstrated by specifically considering the

design of one aerostructure, it is intended for adaptation to any SMA-based morphing

structure, especially those with multiple components of differing material properties.
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D. Outline of the Thesis

This thesis is organized as follows:

• Chapter II describes in detail the wide array of numerical analysis tools used to

demonstrate the expanded modeling framework. This includes discussion of the

FEA framework, FSI cosimulation scheme, and design optimization methods.

• Chapter III presents a numerical analysis that exemplifies a design optimiza-

tion problem at the component level. The thermomechanically coupled model

fully accounts for the transient evolution of latent heat of a transforming SMA

component and solves for optimized material distribution to minimize actuation

cycle time.

• Chapter IV presents a design optimization problem at the assembly level. Op-

timization algorithms are applied to a static model that considers the com-

plex interaction between transforming SMA actuators bonded to an aeroelastic

structure. Placement and orientation of the SMA actuators with respect to the

assembly are determined to maximize performance metrics based on actuation-

induced deflection of the aeroelastic structure.

• Chapter V demonstrates the effective use of cosimulation techniques to analyze

dynamic environmental effects at the system level. The evolving, solution-

dependent boundary conditions of a an SMA actuated morphing aerostructure

in representative fluid flow are manifested as the exchange of data between iso-

lated and uncoupled FEA and CFD models across a common FSI surface. The

effect of the fluid flow on the actuated deflection profile of the aerostructure, and

likewise the effect of the structure on the flow characteristics, are determined.
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• Chapter VI summarizes and concludes this work, and suggests future efforts to

improve the demonstrated portions of the expanded model framework.
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CHAPTER II

SUMMARY OF NUMERICAL ANALYSIS TOOLS

The expanded modeling framework outlined in the previous chapter consists of a large

set of numerical analysis tools and simulation automation algorithms. Any given

model may require many of these tools to be intricately linked in order to predict

the response of SMA actuators under transient thermomechanical loading conditions,

analyze the interaction between a structure and a fluid environment, or iteratively

optimize a given design. All of these tools and their connectivity are described in

detail in the following sections. The first section elaborates upon the established finite

element framework and the implemented SMA constitutive model. The second section

presents a method for modeling fluid-structure interaction of morphing structures

using commercially available numerical analysis tools. The third and final section

describes the process through which a morphing structure design is optimized and

the array of algorithms used to accomplish this task.

A. Modeling of SMAs

In this work, we choose to use an established method for modeling the complex non-

linear behavior of 3-D SMA actuators developed by Lagoudas and coworkers. This

method, which calls for a finite element implementation of a powerful SMA constitu-

tive model, is proven to be accurate and computationally efficient [22], [61], [47]. This

section outlines the tools specific to this framework, reviews the numerical methods

behind nonlinear FEA and how the element and nodal degrees of freedom (DOFs)

are evaluated, and discusses the SMA constitutive model.
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1. Finite Element Framework

As research into active materials progresses, it is becoming clear that the design and

integration of SMA actuator technology into aerospace assemblies requires powerful

and accurate analysis tools. Designing the optimal actuator for a given assembly

could mean that the SMA could take on any number of exotic forms, be subjected

to transient thermomechanical loading conditions, and contact or interact with other

components. It is therefore important to utilize an FEA tool that has the capability

of analyzing 3-D SMA actuation behavior while considering all of these effects.

Before discussing the FEA tool chosen to analyze SMA behavior, this subsection

first provides a brief overview of the process used to discretize the governing equa-

tions for an example 3-D linear mechanical analysis in FEA. To begin, three sets of

governing equations are used [62]. The first are the strain-displacement equations,

given by:

ε = Du, (2.1)

where the strains ε and partial matrix D are arranged as:

ε =



εxx

εyy

εzz

εxz

εyz

εxy



, DT =


∂
∂x

0 0 ∂
∂z

0 ∂
∂y

0 ∂
∂y

0 0 ∂
∂z

∂
∂x

0 0 ∂
∂z

∂
∂x

∂
∂y

0

 . (2.2)

The second set contains the equations of motion:
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DTσ + f = ρü, (2.3)

where ρ is the material density and the stresses σ, body forces f , and displacements

u are arranged as:

σ =



σxx

σyy

σzz

σxz

σyz

σxy



, f =


fx

fy

fz

 , u =


ux

uy

uz

 . (2.4)

Finally, the third set contains the constitutive equations:

σ = Cε = S−1ε, (2.5)

where the constitutive matrix C is given by the inverse of the elastic compliance

matrix, or S−1. The principal of virtual displacements is applied, resulting in the

following integral form over the arbitrary domain Ω and domain boundaries Γ:

∫
Ω

[
(Dδu)TC(Du) + ρuTü

]
dΩ−

∫
Ω

(δu)Tf dΩ−
∮

Γ

(δu)Tt dΓ = 0, (2.6)

where t are the traction vectors applied to the boundaries of the domain. This is

spatially discretized to give the linear finite element model:

K∆ = F + Q, (2.7)

where ∆ is a vector containing all of the nodal degrees of freedom (in this case, the
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displacements), K is the global stiffness matrix, F is the element load vector, and Q

is a vector containing internal forces.

This model is applicable for linear FEA, in which the global stiffness matrix

is considered constant throughout the analysis. However SMAs exhibit nonlinear

behavior, and so calculation of a tangent stiffness matrix for use in an incremental

form of the SMA constitutive equation is necessary:

dσ = kuu : dε+ kuTdT, (2.8)

where kuu and kuT are the continuum tangent stiffness and thermal tensors. The

derivation of the full forms of these tensors can be found in the text of Lagoudas et

al. [63].

Since this is a nonlinear analysis considering SMA, the assembled global stiffness

matrix K(∆) is expected to change as a function of the nodal degrees of freedom.

The final discretized equation becomes:

K(∆)∆ = F + Q. (2.9)

where ∆ now contains both nodal displacements and temperatures.

Solution of these nonlinear algebraic equations requires an iterative solution-

finding process. For this reason, the tool used to analyze the engineering example

problems in this work is the Abaqus FEA Product Suite from Simulia [31]. Abaqus

is a commercially available nonlinear FEA solver that allows for the creation of cus-

tom user material subroutines (UMATs) with which unique nonlinear constitutive

behaviors may be defined. As mentioned in Chapter I, Section C.1., Lagoudas and

coworkers elected to use this finite element framework to predict SMA behavior, uti-

lizing a UMAT implementation of a robust 3-D SMA constitutive model.
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Illustrated in Fig. 5 is an example of the solution-finding process used by Abaqus

/Standard. While this process has been already been described for a 3D stress anal-

ysis in another work [47], this is expanded upon to include coupled temperature-

displacement effects here. We consider a hypothetical structure that has been dis-

cretized into a collection of material points, some of which may be subjected to

mechanical or thermal loads. The global solver then operates on the premise that the

forces, moments, and heat fluxes at each node must sum to zero [31].

Note that, since this is a nonlinear material, the solution is not as trivial as in-

verting a structural stiffness matrix once. An iterative process begins with iteration

i = 0 by calculating a linear FEA solution to an elastic approximation of the coupled

stiffness matrix [K]elastic and, given applied forces, moments and/or heat fluxes, {f}i

and {Q}i, calculates the resultant strains [ε]i and nodal temperatures Ti and passes

them into the UMAT. The SMA constitutive, transformation, and heat equations1 are

used to solve for the equivalent stresses [σ]mpi and latent heat of transformation rt,mpi ,

and update the internal set of state variables ξmpi per each material point mp. The

UMAT also determines the mechanical and thermal tangent stiffnesses [k]mpi , then

passes these values back to the global solver. The global solver sums the forces and

moments to form the mechanical residuals {Ru} and sums the heat fluxes to form

the thermal residual {RT}. The displacement and temperature correction vectors

{cu} and {cT} are then determined and the global stiffness matrix [K] is assembled.

The process continues to refine the initial guess through the reduction of the resid-

uals using Newton’s method. Newton’s method is used to approximate a new set of

nodal displacements and temperatures based on the residuals and the coupled stiff-

ness matrix of the current iteration. The new displacements and nodal temperatures

1The SMA constitutive model is explained in detail in Chapter II, Section A.2.
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are passed into the UMAT, as before, to repeat the process until the norms of the

mechanical and thermal residuals and corrected displacements and temperatures are

sufficiently small (i.e. below some specified tolerance). Then, the process exits, in-

crements the boundary conditions, and calculates a new initial elastic guess for the

next increment.

The Abaqus FEA Product Suite allows the meshing of a solid body using any of

the element variations it provides, which are tailored for specific purposes [31]. These

elements are grouped into eight “families”: continuum (solid and fluid elements),

conventional shell, beam, rigid, membrane, infinite, special purpose (dashpots and

springs), and truss. For brevity, we will review only certain elements in the continuum

and conventional shell element families here, since they will be used to discretize the

FEA models in the example engineering problems described in Chapters III, IV, and

V2.

Continuum elements are the standard, general-purpose elements for FEA that

can account for contact, plasticity, and large deformations for most applications such

as linear and nonlinear stress, heat transfer, and fluid pressure [31]. Also grouped

into this family are other more powerful elements that can couple certain effects such

as piezoelectric, electromagnetic, and thermomechanical. These elements can come

in many forms: 1-D, 2-D (triangles and quadrilaterals), 3-D (tetrahedrals, wedges,

and hexahedrals), axisymmetric, or cylindrical and can interpolate nodal degrees of

freedom using linear or quadratic shape functions. The continuum element of specific

interest in this work, as encountered in Chapter III, is the 3-D thermomechanically

coupled hexahedral element C3D20RT. This element is illustrated in Fig. 6. As a

reduced integration element, it uses a reduced number of Gaussian quadrature points

2A full description of all eight families can be found in the Abaqus element library
manual [31]
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Fig. 5. The iterative solution-finding process for the Abaqus/Standard nonlinear FEA

global solver.
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to calculate the stiffness matrix, and is therefore computationally less expensive than

the full integration option. There are four active nodal DOFs in this element: the

x-, y-, and z-displacements, and temperature. Note that, while the displacements

are interpolated using quadratic shape functions, the nodal temperatures are only

evaluated at the corners and are thus interpolated linearly.

S3

C3D20RT

STRI65

S4

Fig. 6. Abaqus/Standard continuum and shell elements of interest.

Conventional shell elements can be used to mesh geometries where the thick-

ness of the structure is considered much smaller than the other dimensions [31].

These elements can analyze linear and nonlinear stress, heat transfer, and thermo-

mechanical effects and can take on triangular and quadrilateral forms with linear or

quadratic shape functions. The conventional shell elements of interest in this work,

as encountered in Chapters IV and V, can be used to discretize multiple-ply com-

posite bodies rendered as a single layer. Illustrated in Fig. 6, they are the S3/S4

triangular/quadrilateral linear stress elements, which include six nodal DOFs (three

displacements and three rotations), and the STRI65 6-node triangular element, which

assumes transverse shear deformation to be negligible and includes five nodal DOFs
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(three displacements and two in-plane rotations).

2. SMA Constitutive Model

The aforementioned UMAT used in this work consists of an accurate 3-D SMA consti-

tutive model implemented in the FORTRAN language. This particular constitutive

model is rigorously developed to ensure that the key constitutive relations and evo-

lution equations are thermodynamically sound. A detailed discussion of the model

derivation process can be found in the works of Lagoudas and coworkers [46], and so

will not be covered in this work. However, a brief summary of the resulting constitu-

tive relations and transformation conditions is outlined here.

We begin with an additive decomposition of the total strain tensor ε into elastic

strain εel, thermoelastic strain εth, and transformation strain εt:

ε = εel + εth + εt. (2.10)

Certain models exist that properly account for the evolution of transformation-

induced plastic strain in SMAs [64] or consider the reorientation of variants of marten-

site [65]. However, for simplicity, the model used in this work assumes that the only

inelastic strain component is the transformation strain εt.

The Hooke’s Law equation is stated:

ε = S(ξ)σ +α(T − T0) + εt, (2.11)

where α is a second-order thermal expansion coefficient tensor and S is a fourth-order

compliance tensor. The compliance tensor is a function of the evolving martensite

volume fraction ξ and the compliance tensors SA and SM for the austenite and

martensite phases, respectively, and is formulated as a rule of mixtures given by:
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S(ξ) = SA + ξ(SM − SA). (2.12)

The evolution equation, which is responsible for relating the time rate of change

of transformation strain with the time rate of change of the internal state variable ξ,

assumes the form of a flow rule:

ε̇t = Λξ̇. (2.13)

Here, the transformation tensor Λ indicates the direction of transformation with

the branching function:

Λ =

 Hcur(σ)3
2
σ′

σ
; ξ̇ > 0

εt−r

ξr
; ξ̇ < 0

(2.14)

where Hcur is a scalar value that represents the magnitude of the transformation

strain, which generally increases with Mises stress, and εt−r and ξr are the trans-

formation strain and the martensitic volume fraction at the point of transformation

reversal (i.e. the point at which the material stops forward transforming and begins

reverse transforming). For reference, the deviatoric stress σ′ is given by:

σ′ = σ − tr(σ)I, (2.15)

and the associated effective von Mises scalar measure of the stress tensor σ is defined

by:

σ =

√
3

2
σ′ : σ′. (2.16)

The phase transformation of the SMA is described by a transformation function,

Φ = Φ(σ, T, ξ), such that:
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Φ =

 π − Y ; ξ̇ > 0

−π − Y ; ξ̇ < 0
(2.17)

where Y is the critical thermodynamic driving force necessary to initiate transforma-

tion, the current value (π) of which is given by:

π(σ, T, ξ) = σ : Λ +
1

2
σ : ∆S : σ + σ : ∆α(T − T0)+

− ρ∆c((T − T0)− T ln(
T

T0

)) + ρ∆s0T − ρ∆u0 −
∂f

∂ξ
, (2.18)

where ρ is the material density, c is the specific heat capacity, s0 and u0 are the

respective reference entropy and internal energies, and f(ξ) is a chosen transformation

hardening function. As seen from (2.17), transformation occurs when π value equals

Y . Thus, during transformation Φ is necessarily zero:

Φ = 0. (2.19)

From the above relations, the evolution of the martensitic volume fraction is said

to be governed by the set of constraints called the Kuhn-Tucker conditions. These

conditions are concisely stated as:

ξ̇ ≥ 0; Φ(σ, T, ξ) = π − Y ≤ 0; Φξ̇ = 0; (2.20)

ξ̇ ≤ 0; Φ(σ, T, ξ) = −π − Y ≤ 0; Φξ̇ = 0; (2.21)

With the equations described here, the full 3D constitutive model is implemented

in the finite element framework, and is subsequently used to predict the thermome-

chanical response of SMAs as integrated actuators in morphing aerostructures.
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In certain cases, however, it important to account for thermomechanical coupling

effects, such as the generation and absorption of latent heat during transformation. It

is worth mentioning that the energy balance equation would then include additional

heat source and flux terms. Then, for example, the full heat equation for forward

transformation could be stated as:

ρcṪ = −∇ · q + ρr + rtfwd − Tα : σ̇, (2.22)

where c is the specific heat capacity, q is the heat flux vector, ρr is the body heat

source term, and α is a tensor containing the thermal expansion coefficients. The

forward transformation latent heat term of interest, rtfwd, is defined by:

rtfwd = (πfwd − ρ∆s0T )ξ̇, (2.23)

where πfwd is the thermodynamic driving force for forward transformation, and s0 is

the specific entropy at the reference state. It should be noted that the coupling term

Tα : σ̇ in (2.22), which represents the effect of elastic deformation on the generation

of heat, usually produces values that are very small. Therefore, Abaqus does not

account for this term in the heat equation.

Consideration of the additional terms in (2.22) strongly couples the mechanical

and thermal responses of the material, and numerical computation of global struc-

tural response becomes more difficult. Specifically, convergence of the global Newton-

Raphson iterative solver becomes strongly dependent on mesh refinement, time step

size, and other FEA parameters, and may be prevented altogether.

In order to fully define this SMA constitutive model for use in an Abaqus anal-

ysis, the following material properties and model parameters must be calibrated to

experimental data and then specified in the custom user-defined material table in
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Abaqus:

• EA, EM — the elastic moduli for austenite and martensite, respectively,

• CA, CM — the stress influence coefficients (the slopes of the transformation

surfaces) [46],

• Ms, Mf , As, Af — the zero-stress transformation temperatures,

• ν — Poisson’s ratio, assumed to have the same value for austenite and marten-

site,

• n1, n2, n3, n4 — four smooth hardening parameters [22], [66],

• Hmax — the maximum transformation strain.

The notation used here will appear in following chapters to define the SMA used in

each example engineering problem.

B. Modeling Fluid-Structure Interaction

In certain cases, it is important to account for the two-way interaction between the

structure of interest and the dynamic environmental conditions surrounding it. For

example, in Chapter V the goal is to consider the effect of fluid flow on an SMA

actuated morphing aerostructure, and vice versa. This involves a complex structural

analysis of an SMA actuated morphing aerostructure exhibiting nonlinear actuation

characteristics, subjected to variable surface pressures that depend on the surrounding

air flow. This section describes the computational tools used to analyze the FSI for

this particular engineering problem.
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1. Computational Fluid Dynamics

The Abaqus/CFD module is a recent addition to the Abaqus Unified FEA suite that

can solve a broad range of incompressible flow problems. Features of this module in-

clude laminar and turbulent flow, thermal convective flows, and the ability to actively

deform the fluid mesh [31]. The CFD module uses a hybrid discretization scheme to

formulate the Navier-Stokes momentum and pressure equations, (2.24) and (2.25)

respectively, for arbitrarily deforming domains:

ρ(
∂u̇

∂t
+ u̇ · ∇u̇) = −∇p+ µ∇2u̇ + f , (2.24)

∇ · (1

ρ
∇p) = ∇ · (f − u̇ · ∇u̇), (2.25)

where ρ is fluid density, u̇ is the velocity vector, p is the pressure, µ is dynamic

viscosity, and f is an applied body force. The u̇ · ∇u̇ and µ∇2u̇ terms from (2.24)

are also known as the advective and diffusive terms, respectively. The finite volume

method is applied to the momentum equation (2.24) with a Discontinuous-Galerkin

formulation, resulting in the following integral form over the arbitrary domain Ω:

∫
Ω

Φ

(
ρ(
∂u̇

∂t
+ u̇ · ∇u̇) +∇p− µ∇2u̇− f

)
dΩ = 0, (2.26)

and the finite element method is applied to the pressure equation (2.25) with the

Galerkin FEM formulation, resulting in the following form:

∫
Ω

Ψ

(
∇ · (1

ρ
∇p)−∇ · (f − u̇ · ∇u̇

)
dΩ = 0. (2.27)

The final spatially discretized forms are:
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Mü + A(u̇)u̇ +Ku̇ +Gp = F, (2.28)

Lp = DM−1(F−Ku̇− A(u̇)u̇)− ġ, (2.29)

where M is the mass matrix, A(u̇) is the advection operator, K is the viscous diffusion

operator, G is the gradient operator, D is the divergence operator, L is the Pressure-

Poisson operator, F is the body force vector, and g is given by:

g = Du̇. (2.30)

It should be noted that the advective and diffusive terms from (2.24) are then

temporally discretized using different schemes. The advective term is solved using an

explicit time scheme, and therefore requires a stability condition called the Courant-

Friedrichs-Lewy, or CFL condition. This is a dimensionless constant that is calculated

using knowledge of the current mesh characteristics. For a 3-D mesh, the CFL number

is determined with the following equation:

∆t(
u̇x
∆x

+
u̇y
∆y

+
u̇z
∆z

) ≤ CFL, (2.31)

where u̇x, u̇y, and u̇z are the three components of freestream velocity, and ∆x, ∆y, and

∆z are the average dimensions of each element, and ∆t is the next time interval which,

subject to the value of CFL, will guarantee continued solution stability. Abaqus

defaults to a fixed value of CFL = 0.45, which is sufficient for most CFD analyses.

The diffusive term is temporally discretized using implicit methods as exemplified

here for velocity:
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u̇n+1 − u̇n
∆t

= (1− θ)ün + θün+1, (2.32)

where θ may be specified as one of the following to indicate the implicit scheme:

• θ = 1 (Backward Euler)

• θ = 2
3

(Galerkin)

• θ = 1
2

(Crank-Nicolson)

The implicit scheme requires the specification of a divergence tolerance, and Abaqus

automatically adjusts the time intervals according to this tolerance and the specified

CFL number.

The pressure and momentum equations are assembled as separate linear sys-

tems of equations and solved using separate iterative linear solvers, each of which

require specification of the convergence limit. Unfortunately, the overall iterative so-

lution process used by the Abaqus/CFD global solver is not made apparent in the

Abaqus documentation [31]. However it is assumed here that Abaqus/CFD uses the

Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked Equations (SIMPLE) algorithm, which is

a robust method used by many commercially available CFD codes for calculating

pressure, velocity, and other transport variables for an incompressible flow [67].

The general iterative solution process for the SIMPLE algorithm is shown in

Fig. 7. At the beginning of any given time increment, the initial solution iterate

value is set as i = 0 and the initial/boundary conditions are used to determine guess

values for the pressure scalar p∗, velocity vector {u̇}∗, and other transport variables

{φ}∗ that pertain to turbulence or energy (temperature) models, if enabled. These

values are passed to the momentum equation solver, which by default is a Diago-

nally Scaled Flexible Generalized Minimum Residual (DSFGMRES) linear solver for
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Abaqus/CFD [31]. The momentum equation solver is itself an iterative process which

terminates and outputs a corrected velocity vector {u̇}i once the norm of the solu-

tion residual {Rv} and the suggested correction {cv} from the previous iteration are

internally evaluated to be lower than specified tolerances. Using the updated velocity

vector, the Abaqus/CFD pressure equation solver uses an algebraic multi-grid (AMG)

accelerator [31] to calculate updated pressure scalars pi, terminating when the norm

of its solution residual {Rp} and the suggested correction {cp} from the previous iter-

ation are evaluated to be lower than specified tolerances. The updated variables {u̇}i

and pi are used to correct the momentum and pressure equations again and, based

on these updated variables, the other transport variables {φ}i are calculated using

their own respective solvers. Total solution divergence {Rsol} for the time increment

is then measured and, if it is more than the specified convergence limit, then the

next global solution iteration begins for this same time increment using pi, {u̇}i, and

{φ}i as the new guess values. If total solution divergence is less than the tolerance,

the process exits, time is incremented, the boundary conditions are ramped (or held

constant for a steady-state analysis), and the field output variables are output.

Unlike Abaqus/Standard, however, the global CFD solution process does not

automatically terminate if the solution appears to be diverging or aggregating error

over successive time increments. Monitoring the convergence of the time-marching

solution is left up to the user. To help with this, Abaqus/CFD outputs in real-time

the root-mean-square divergence over the entire domain. It is suggested [31] that

divergence values of O(1) are indicative of a diverging solution and that perhaps

some boundary conditions were incorrectly specified or a bad element was generated

somewhere within the mesh. Also output in real-time is the kinetic energy of the

entire system, which can indicate when a solution has reached steady state as the

values asymptotically approach some limit.
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Fig. 7. The iterative solution-finding process for the SIMPLE incompressible fluid

solver.
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Currently there are three linear elements available for meshing fluid domains in

Abaqus/CFD: the FC3D4 tetrahedron, the FC3D6 prism, and the FC3D8 brick. These

elements are illustrated in Fig. 8. Note that since the momentum equation is formu-

lated using the finite volume method, the fluid velocity degree of freedom is evaluated

at a single point located at the centroid of the element, while fluid pressure is evalu-

ated at each node.

FC3D4 

FC3D8 

FC3D6 

Fig. 8. Linear continuum fluid elements for Abaqus/CFD.

2. The Fluid-Structure Interaction Cosimulation Engine

To analyze FSI, we turn to the cosimulation capabilities of the Abaqus Multiphysics

suite [31], which simplifies the complex multiphysical coupling between the solid

and fluid domains by managing two distinct solvers: Abaqus/Standard (FEA) and

Abaqus/CFD. In this sense, separate solid and fluid models, the governing equations

of which remain isolated and uncoupled, are constructed and analyzed in parallel.

However, during the cosimulation, each simulation exchanges pertinent model data

across a specified surface: the Fluid-Structure Cosimulation boundary. This exchange
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of data is done through a cosimulation engine (CSE), which is illustrated in Fig. 9

for a dynamic implicit analysis. In Fig. 9(a), the CSE is responsible for receiving

pressure and wall shear stress nodal data from the fluid-side FSI surface, and then

translating this data into equivalent concentrated nodal forces to be mapped onto the

solid-side FSI surface. The FEA global solver calls for an evaluation of the thermome-

chanical response of the SMA components by invoking the full 3D SMA constitutive

model [68], described in Chapter II, Section A.2., that was implemented in the form

of a custom user-defined material subroutine (UMAT) coded in Fortran. The UMAT

calculates the resultant stresses given strain values at every material point and at

every increment in the analysis. The CSE is also responsible for translating solid-side

FSI nodal displacements and velocities to update the fluid velocity and location of

FSI surface nodes (i.e. morph the mesh) on the fluid-side, as shown in Fig. 9(b).

Cosimulation

Engine (CSE)

FEA CFD

• Nodal force dist.
• Pressure dist.
• Shear dist.

UMAT

StressesStrains

(a) CSE translating fluid model output data.

Cosimulation

Engine (CSE)

FEA CFD

• Displacement
• Velocity

• Morph mesh
• Velocity

UMAT

StressesStrains

(b) CSE translating solid model output data.

Fig. 9. Illustration of the cosimulation data exchange through the CSE.

Translation of field output data through CSE occurs at a user-specified frequency
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regulated by a Gauss-Seidel time-marching algorithm [31] shown in Fig. 10. In this

sequential time-marching scheme, both FEA and CFD solve for the first time in-

crement i using initial boundary conditions at the FSI surface. FEA solves for the

next increment i + 1 using traction vectors translated from the CFD pressure solu-

tion pi from the initial increment. The FEA solver then updates the displacement

and velocity of the FSI surface nodes ui and passes these values to CFD to solve the

pressure and shear values pi+1 for the next increment. It is important to note that

CFD requires very small time increments (on the order of 10−7 seconds) to maintain

a sufficiently low RMS divergence. Thus, the fluid model uses more time increments

than FEA in between rendezvous points, a process called subcycling.

Fig. 10. The Gauss-Seidel time-marching scheme.

The analysis and optimization tools that constitute the expanded modeling and

design framework have been fully introduced and described in detail. In the following

three chapters (III, IV, and V) we now demonstrate the selective use of these tools on

example engineering problems that are motivated by real SMA-actuated morphing

aerostructure designs.
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C. Design Optimization By Iterative Analysis

One of the most powerful features of the expanded modeling framework presented in

this thesis is the capability to iteratively optimize a design using automated analysis

tools. The tool of choice here is ModelCenter from Phoenix Integration [69], which

is a commercially available software suite. Along with simulation management tools

that allow it to integrate with other commercially available analysis tools, such as

MATLAB, Abaqus, MS Excel, or any other program that can be executed through a

custom batch file, ModelCenter also contains a wide array of design and optimization

algorithms. Included are genetic- and gradient-based optimization algorithms, as well

as design of experiment and probabilistics tools. Also included is the Design Explorer

tool suite that is specially formulated to handle the exploration of erratic design

spaces.

The integration of Abaqus into ModelCenter’s simulation management process

is accomplished through the use of command scripting. Abaqus has the capability

to create macros of the model generation and execution process, recording scripts

coded in the Python language. This “main script” can then be invoked with different

input variables to quickly regenerate a new model with different dimensions, material

properties, or boundary conditions. Additional scripts, called “utility scripts”, can

be created to link with the main script and, upon completion of a successful analysis,

open and extract analysis information from the output database (.odb) file.

When Abaqus FEA and CFD are linked with ModelCenter, the simulation pro-

cess manager, as illustrated in Fig. 11, takes control of the execution of the main

scripts and input variables and also reads pertinent analysis data generated by the

output database and extracted by the utility script. For an optimization study, the

user specifies the design objective (maximize utility or minimize cost, as defined by
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the user in the utility script), the hard constraints on the input design variables, and

the limits of the design space. The process begins by executing the main python

scripts in the Abaqus CAE pre-processing environment to generate the models, con-

sidering the specified input design variables. Analysis of the generated models follows.

Then the output data of interest (maximum stress/strain in the FEA model, nodal

displacements, CFD fluid velocities, and performance metrics are just a few examples)

that are extracted by the utility script is read by the simulation process manager.

This data is processed by the chosen optimization algorithm so that ModelCenter

can formulate a new suggested set of design variables, or design vector, for the next

analysis iteration. This process continues until the optimization algorithm converges

upon an optimized design solution that meets the constraint criteria. At this point,

several post-processing and visualization tools are available to analyze the output

data.

No
Optimized?

Start

Modify main scripts 
with design vectors

1. Generate models from main scripts
2. Analyze models
3. Create output databases (.odb’s)        

Abaqus FEA/CFD

1. Execute utility scripts
2. Extract data to text files
3. Pass data to opt. algorithm

Simulation Process Management
(ModelCenter)

Yes

End:
Process results

Fig. 11. The automated, iterative optimization process of an FEA model.
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Note that, while ModelCenter is used in this work, other simulation management

programs exist that contain similar capabilities, such as Simulia’s Isight program [70].

The version 6.11 release of the Abaqus FEA suite also includes a topology optimiza-

tion module internal to the program called ATOM that can remove or add material

from a model based on constraints specified by the user [31]. However, it is currently

unable to handle a model that references a custom UMAT.

Two of the available optimization algorithms are used extensively in the exam-

ple engineering problems in Chapters III and IV: gradient and Design Explorer. The

gradient algorithm calculates the gradient at a point in the design space and pro-

ceeds to take steps proportional to that gradient, in the direction of a minima or

maxima, in order to progress towards an optimized design [69]. For most simple ap-

plications, where the design space is continuous or contains only a single minimum

or maximum, gradient-based optimization algorithms are very useful and can be ex-

pected to converge upon the same optimized design solution regardless of the chosen

initial design vector. However, for complex applications where the design space is

erratic or discontinuous, gradient optimization algorithms are prone to falling into lo-

cal minima and thus the optimized design solution is no longer independent of initial

design vector. Given the nonlinear nature of SMAs, the highly variable environments

these active components are subjected to, and the potential for intermittent failure

of the FEA model, it is clear that a robust optimization algorithm is necessary. For-

tunately, certain optimization algorithms have been developed with these needs in

mind. The Design Explorer tool suite, originally developed by the Boeing Company,

combines design-of-experiment sampling and advanced surrogate modeling techniques

to overcome issues that are particularly problematic for gradient-based methods: dis-

continuous design spaces, noisy cost functions, long run times, and the potential for

intermittent analysis failure.
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Fig. 12. The Design Explorer optimization process.

The process used by Design Explorer to arrive at an optimized design solution is

illustrated in Fig. 12 for an example case where some arbitrary performance metric

“utility” (U) must be maximized3. At the beginning of the optimization study, Design

Explorer samples the design space in an orthogonal array to generate initial response

data points [69]. The algorithm then builds surrogate models based on successfully

generated response data and predicts optimal design solutions through gradient-based

optimization over the surrogate surfaces. Design Explorer then tests its prediction and

iteratively refines its surrogate models by running FE analysis at and near potential

3It is also common to formulate an objective function as “cost” (C), as is the case
in the example problem in Chapter IV. The user must then take care to specify that
the objective be minimized in Design Explorer in order to arrive at an optimized
design solution.
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design solutions. This process continues until a local search around a potential design

solution does not yield a higher evaluation for U .
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CHAPTER III

DESIGN OPTIMIZATION OF A THERMOMECHANICALLY COUPLED SMA

FLEXURE FOR A MORPHING AEROSTRUCTURE∗

It was noted in Chapter I that, while SMAs are space-saving, solid-state actuators

that can provide motion while under very high loads, the rate of thermally-induced

SMA transformation is significantly hindered by low thermal conductivity and latent

heat effects observed in the material. The relatively long cooling times observed in

SMA geometries such as beams and tubes make it difficult for controlled devices to

operate with sufficiently high frequency. Therefore, the application of SMA beams

as aerospace control actuators has been limited. Morphing structures such as flight

control mechanisms require higher cyclic actuation frequencies than are commonly

observed in SMAs, and thus have motivated the effort to increase thermal actuation

rates attainable in SMA active components.

The following component-focused study utilizes the expanded modeling frame-

work that was outlined in Chapter I and detailed in Chapter II. The goal is to design

hybrid SMA actuators that contain conductive materials to counteract the poor ther-

mal qualities of the SMA, thereby increasing actuation speed. Here, a comparative

analysis is conducted to specifically measure increased actuation rates of these hybrid

aerostructures. This study addresses the design tradeoffs between component weight,

actuation speed, and transformation displacement as they are affected by the type

and distribution of secondary conductive materials exposed to non-uniform, transient

heat flux. Finite element analysis (FEA) and two optimization algorithms are used

∗Reprinted with permission from “Analysis and Optimization of Improved Hybrid
SMA Flexures for High Rate Actuation” by Stephen D. Oehler, Darren J. Hartl, and
Dimitris C. Lagoudas, 2011. Proceedings of SPIE, Vol. 7979, Copyright 2011 by
SPIE.
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to model the transient thermomechanical behavior of an SMA actuator and to find

an optimized design solution in an automated manner. The pertinent aspects of the

expanded modeling framework for this study are illustrated in Fig. 13.

Mechanical

Thermal

ObjectiveInputs

Constraints

Mechanical

Thermal

Fig. 13. Pertinent aspects of the expanded modeling framework for designing SMA

actuating components (cf. Fig. 4).

The first section of this chapter briefly discusses the role of the original flexure

in an aerostructure as the mechanism for assembly actuation. Associated subsections

parameterize the proposed modified flexure geometry, present the FEA model, and

describe the optimization design space. The second section outlines the procedure for

analyzing three hybrid flexures, each with a different secondary material: aluminum,

copper, or silver. A baseline analysis is conducted for the three flexures utilizing two

models, one in which latent heat is neglected and the other in which it is evaluated,

to demonstrate the error in approximating the thermomechanical coupling behav-

ior. The optimized design solutions for each hybrid flexure are provided, along with

graphical representation of tip deflection as a function of transformation cycle time.
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A. Engineering Model and Analysis Tools

The actuator modeled in this study is derived from the flexures found on the Variable

Geometry Chevron (VGC), the morphing aerostructure developed by Boeing [19]

that was described earlier in Chapter I, Section A. Each flexure is a tapering beam

with a solid rectangular cross section and formed from Ni60Ti40 (wt.%), an alloy that

exhibits stable shape memory behaviors. Reverse transformation of the flexure toward

a curved austenitic configuration is accomplished by activating a heat strip bonded

to the top surface. The synchronized reverse transformation of all three mounted

flexures results in deflection of the panel toward the axis of the engine. Here we

present the model of the proposed hybrid flexure formed by removing material from

near the centroid of the original VGC part, creating what will be referred to as a

“channel”, and then adding back some amount of a non-active thermally conductive

material to increase overall heat flux and thus decrease the time required to thermally

transform the entire beam.

Fig. 14. Circumferential configuration of the 14 installed VGCs and detailed view of

a single flexure.
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1. Specific Analysis Tools

The goal here is to optimize the design of a thermally actuated smart structure (the

flexure) composed of SMA. The set of analysis tools introduced in Chapter II are

utilized to reach this goal: the finite element framework for assessing the thermal and

mechanical response of each design (Chapter II, Section A.1), the thermomechani-

cally coupled constitutive model for capturing the unique material behavior being

exploited (Chapter II, Section A.2), and the design framework for considering mul-

tiple design configurations in an efficient manner (Chapter II, Section C). For the

FEA model, the flexure geometry described in the next section is discretized using

the Abaqus/Standard C3D20RT elements. Recall that these are hexahedral contin-

uum elements with quadratic formulation and reduced integration that consider both

displacement and temperature degrees of freedom. Also recall that consideration of

a thermomechanically coupled material may prevent an analysis from converging de-

pending on the definition of certain FEA parameters. For this reason, we will consider

the use of two types of finite element analysis in the following section: one that con-

siders the full and consistent constitutive model (including the latent heat term, heat

transfer, and a constant specific heat), and one that neglects the latent heat term

while still considering heat transfer and a constant specific heat. The impact of this

simplification is quantified in the following section.

2. Model Geometry and Materials

The original curved and tapered VGC flexure has two planes of symmetry as seen

in Fig. 14. Due to this symmetry, only a quarter of the hybrid flexure need be

modeled; a solid quarter model of the hybrid flexure is shown in Fig. 15. In contrast

to the solid SMA flexure from the VGC, the hybrid flexure has an SMA cross-section
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similar to that of an I-beam with SMA webs and flanges. This is shown in more

detail in Fig. 16. The space between the webs and flanges (the channel) consists of a

secondary thermally conductive material layer adjacent to the SMA in addition to a

void region. The three secondary materials considered in this particular study were

chosen to provide low mechanical resistance during component actuation (i.e. to have

a low stiffness) while efficiently channeling heat into and out of the SMA material.

Y-Z Plane of 
Symmetry

X-Y Plane of 
Symmetry

x

y

z

Fig. 15. Modeled hybrid flexure and the two planes of symmetry.

To effectively remove heat from the hybrid flexure in a global sense, we consider

an aluminum clamp attached at the Y-Z plane of symmetry, as shown in Fig. 15 and

Fig. 16. We imagine the flexure-clamp assembly as installed on the original Boeing

VGC, where the upper-most surface of the aluminum clamp could be exposed to

the free stream throughout the entirety of flight. As it is also in contact with the

conductive material, the collar can act as an efficient route for conducting heat energy

out of the hybrid flexure. For heating, we consider the effects of a surface-bonded

resistive heater, as was used in the original VGC design (see Fig. 14).

To geometrically define the model, the dimensions of the base geometry are
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Y-Z Plane View (Mid-length)

Fig. 16. Y-Z plane view of the hybrid flexure at the mid-length (cf. Fig. 14,15).

parameterized such that SMA and secondary material distribution through the cross-

section can be defined by three dimensions at the root: channel height ho, channel

width wo, and secondary material layer thickness ltherm. These dimensions, illustrated

in Fig. 16, are related to normalized and bounded geometric ratios hi/ho, ho/H, and

wo/W through the following relations:

ho = H
ho
H
, (3.1)

wo = W
wo
W
, (3.2)

ltherm =
1

2
(ho −H

hi
ho

ho
H

), (3.3)

whereW andH are the width and local height of the flexure cross section, respectively,

as seen in Fig. 16. The flexure is geometrically partitioned such that the local ratios

hi/ho, ho/H, and wo/W remain constant along the length of the flexure, and these
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will become the three design variables explored during the optimization process.

The material properties for the three thermally conductive secondary materials

are provided in Table I [71]-[73]. For each material, the density ρ, Young’s modulus

E, Poisson’s ratio ν, thermal conductivity k, specific heat cp, and yield stress σY are

given. Note that plastic behavior of each material assumes a Mises-type yield criterion

with an associated flow rule and isotropic hardening as indicated in the relevant

literature sources. The material properties for the Ni60Ti40 (wt.%) SMA are provided

in Table II [22], [74]. Additional SMA properties are required to account for the

martensitic transformation and these are described elsewhere [22]. Note the difference

between the poor thermal conductivity of the SMA from Table II as compared to the

conductivity of the secondary materials in Table I.

Table I. Material properties for each of the considered thermally conductive secondary

materials [71]-[73].

Property Aluminum Copper Silver

ρ [kg/m3] 2700 9200 10500

E [GPa] 69 117 83

ν 0.33 0.34 0.37

k [W/m-K] 250 400 430

cp [J/kg-K] 890 390 230

σyield [MPa] 290 138 50

Finally, we validate that the response of an SMA flexure of the given geometry

and material properties from Table II, modeled using the Abaqus FEA software suite
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Table II. Material properties for Ni60Ti40 (wt.%) shape memory alloy [22], [74].

Property Value Property Value

ρ [kg/m3] 6450 Ms [◦C] 35

EA [GPa] 90 Mf [◦C] -31

EM [GPa] 62.85 As [◦C] 15

k [W/m-K] 22 Af [◦C] 70

cp [J/kg-K] 329 CA|300MPa [MPa/◦C] 16

ν 0.33 CM |300MPa [MPa/◦C] 10

n1, n2, n3, n4 0.6, 0.2, 0.2, 0.3 Hcur(σ) 0.0158[1− e−
675σ
EA ]

and custom constitutive model, accurately predicts known behavior. We compare the

numerical results of the FEA model shown in Fig. 17 with experimental data from

another work by Hartl et al. [22] that determined the thermomechanical actuation

response of an identical physical flexure under two different loading conditions applied

at the center of the flexure: the first a constant distributed load of 90 N, the second

a spring load with constant k ≈ 63 N/mm [22].

The conditions for each analysis step are chosen to mimic the thermomechanical

loading path of the flexure as seen in the experiment [22]. For both FEA models,

these steps are as follows:

1. Boundary conditions are applied: two corners of the flexure are pinned at one

end, and the other two corners are constrained from vertical displacement at the

other end. The load P is applied along the center while the flexure temperature

is kept above Af (T > 70◦C).
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P = 
a.) 90 N

b.) k(Δharc) N

harc

Fig. 17. FEA model for validating the thermomechanical actuation response of the

SMA flexure.

2. Flexure temperature is decreased to below Mf (T < −31◦C).

3. Flexure temperature is increased to above Af (T > 70◦C).

The numerical results, showing the deflection at the center of the flexure over

the actuating temperature range, are plotted in Fig. 18 against the experimental data

found from the works of Hartl et al. [22]. As can be seen from both plots, there is

excellent agreement between the FEA model and experiment.

3. Initial and Boundary Conditions

The hybrid flexure model described in this study considers the application of thermal

and mechanical boundary conditions motivated by the operational conditions of the

VGC flexure [19]. The analysis procedure is divided into three steps: Load, Cool,

and Heat. Prior to loading, all boundary conditions, local transformation states, and

local temperatures are initialized. An initial uniform temperature field of 127 ◦C is as-

sumed. Thus, the flexure reference configuration corresponds to that of an unstressed
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(a) 90 N constant load

(b) 63 N/mm variable load

Fig. 18. Comparing numerical results with experimental data [22] for identical SMA

flexures.

and fully austenitic state.

Several mechanical boundary conditions are applied to exploit the geometric

symmetries. Since the component is modeled as a quarter-symmetric flexure, the

nodes at the planes of symmetry are restricted from translating out of plane and are

restricted from rotation except about the vector normal to the planes. In addition,

a small area underneath the root of the flexure is fully constrained to account for

adhesion to the chevron panel [75]. Finally, a vertically oriented spring element is
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kinematically coupled at one end to all flexure tip nodes to replicate the elastic biasing

load caused by the stiffness of the chevron substrate on a quarter of the flexure,

approximated as k ≈ 15.75 N/mm [22]. At the beginning of the load step, the free

node of this spring is vertically displaced by 1.42 cm and held for the remainder of

the analysis, approximating the fastening of the precurved flexure to the flat VGC

substrate. This is schematically illustrated in Fig. 19.

1.42 cm

Spring in equilibrium

δLoad

1.42 cmUpper spring node displaced

Initial Configuration Step: Load

Fig. 19. Mechanical boundary conditions applied during the loading step.

The forward transformation of the hybrid flexure occurs during the cooling step,

which spans a maximum of 1000 seconds. Thermal boundary conditions for flex-

ure cooling are derived assuming component operation at aircraft cruise conditions

associated with an air velocity of Mach 0.8 and an altitude of 10,668 m (35,000 ft).

The surface film coefficient for the top surface of the aluminum collar is approxi-

mated by using the Nusselt Number, Nu, for turbulent flow over a flat plate of similar

dimensions for this step:

h =
Nuk

L
, (3.4)

where h is the surface film coefficient, and k and L are the thermal conductivity and

length of the plate, respectively. An empirically-derived equation [76] is chosen to

determine the Nusselt Number:
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Nu,turb = 0.0296Pr1/3Re4/5, (3.5)

where Pr and Re are the Prandtl and Reynold’s numbers, respectively. The environ-

mental conditions associated with the cruise stage of aircraft flight pattern determine

the magnitude of these numbers through the following relations:

Pr =
µcp
k
, (3.6)

Re =
uρL

µ
, (3.7)

where u, ρ, µ, and cp are the velocity, density, dynamic viscosity, and specific heat of

the surrounding air at aircraft cruise conditions. Given the properties of air at these

conditions [77], the surface film coefficient of the top surface of the aluminum collar

is determined to be h ≈ 960 W/m2K. A sink temperature of -55◦C is assumed per

standard atmospheric conditions [77]. This surface convection boundary condition

is active during both the cooling and heating steps of the analysis, while all other

surfaces are assumed to be thermally insulated.

Reverse transformation occurs during the heating step, which spans at most 2000

seconds. To emulate the heat strip mentioned previously, 5 W of total power is applied

over the rectangular area spanned by the fixed length of the flexure (root to tip) L

and channel width wo, which is a design variable and thus changes over the course of

optimization. The applied heat flux density φq (with units: W/m2) is then related to

these two dimensions per the following:

φq =
Q

Lwo
, (3.8)

where Q is the total heater power (5 W). The thermal boundary conditions ap-
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plied during steps Cool and Heat are illustrated in Fig. 20.

h2 ≈ 5 Watts/m2∙oC

h1 ≈ 960 Watts/m2∙oC
(Forced convection)

(Free convection)

h1

h2

Φq = Φq (Q,L,wo,W)
(Upper surface heat flux density, Q=5 Watts)

Step: Cool Step: Heat

Fig. 20. Thermal boundary conditions active during cool and heat steps.

4. Optimization Statement

As stated earlier, for the current design and optimization study, three normalized

parameters are used to define the geometry of the model: hi/ho, ho/H, and wo/W .

These design variables constitute the design space over which the component actua-

tion performance is optimized for each of the three materials.

The objective considered here is to maximize overall flexure performance during

actuation. Note that, even though the design of the hybrid flexure is motivated by the

poor actuation rate of the original all-SMA flexure, the objective is not the simple

minimization of actuation time. We instead consider the capability of the flexure

to provide work against the spring, albeit in a timely manner. We also consider the

effects of reducing the amount of internally distributed, thermally conductive material

on component mass, as the weight of operating components has direct effect on aircraft

fuel consumption. The objective function is therefore measured according to a power-

to-mass ratio, or the cyclic power of actuation Pcyc divided by total component mass

mtot. This objective function can be restated in terms of output work done against
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the spring Wrev, total transformation time ttot, and component mass mtot:

Pcyc
mtot

=
Wrev

ttotmtot

, (3.9)

where each argument is assessed using the following:

• Wrev: the output work done against the spring during reverse transformation;

calculated using beam tip deflections and the spring constant,

• ttot: the total transformation time; the sum of forward and reverse transforma-

tion times,

• mtot: the total mass of the entire actuator (includes the SMA, conductive ma-

terial, and aluminum collar).

It is important to note that the forward and reverse transformation times are

calculated by measuring the amount of time needed to complete 95% of the actuation

motion during cooling and heating, respectively. The total cycle time ttot is the sum of

these two. Thus, the optimal design solution is considered to be that which maximizes

the objective power-to-mass ratio Pcyc/mtot.

In addition to the objective function arguments, the maximum Mises stress found

anywhere in the SMA at any time σmaxSMA is also reported for each analysis of each ge-

ometric configuration for each of the three secondary materials. A design constraint

of 300 MPa is imposed as an upper limit on σmaxSMA [21]. No stress constraints are

considered for the secondary materials, which are allowed to plastically yield dur-

ing component actuation. The final design optimization problem statement is then

summarized in Table III.
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Table III. The design optimization summary for this morphing flexure study.

Objective:

Maximize Pcyc/mtot

Input:

0.1 ≤ (ho/H) ≤ 0.9

by varying 0.1 ≤ (hi/ho) ≤ 0.9

0.1 ≤ (wo/W ) ≤ 0.9

Constraints:

subject to σmaxSMA ≤300 MPa

B. Analysis Procedures and Results

In this section we discuss preliminary analyses of a nominal baseline hybrid flexure

design considering three secondary materials (aluminum, copper, and silver), followed

by a design optimization study for each of the three material systems. The preliminary

analyses assess the transformation times of the three hybrid flexures with consistent

distributions of secondary material using both FEA types previously discussed: the

full and consistent model and another that neglects the SMA transformation latent

heat term in the energy balance equation. The cyclic transformation times predicted

using these two methods are compared to demonstrate errors resulting from omission

of the latent heat effects in transient analyses. Following this, an iterative scheme is

used to explore the hybrid flexure design space to find the material distribution for

each of the three hybrid flexures that maximizes the actuator power-to-mass ratio.

Prior to running FEA on the flexure model, however, it may be useful to quan-

titatively analyze these material properties for an example heat transfer scenario in
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order to gain a better intuition of which secondary material will act as the best

thermal channel. For this, we explore the ability of each material to diffuse thermal

energy. Consider an initial-boundary value problem in which a material is undergoing

a decaying temperature gradient. The 1-D heat transfer partial differential equation

is:

ρcp
∂

∂t
T (x, t) = k

∂2

∂x2
T (x, t), (3.10)

with the associated initial-boundary conditions:

T (x, 0) = 100 T (L, t) = 0 T (0, t) = 0, (3.11)

which corresponds to a material of dimension L that is initially and uniformly 100◦C,

with both sides exposed to an ambient temperature of 0◦C. Using the separation of

variables technique, the general solution to this equation is found to be:

T (x, t) =
n∑
i=1

−200(−1 + (−1)i)sin
(
πix
L

)
exp

(
−kπ2i2t
L2ρcp

)
πi

 . (3.12)

The symbolic solver Maple 14 [78] is chosen to numerically sum the equation and

solve for the time t at which the core temperature is near zero, or T (L
2
, t) ≤ 1◦C. For

a size of L = 0.1, we arrive at the values shown in Table IV for each of the three

secondary materials. Also shown are the calculated values for the thermal diffusivity

α of each material, given by:

α =
k

cpρ
. (3.13)

Note from Table IV that the materials have been ranked in order from slowest

to fastest thermal diffusion, and that this ranking agrees with the α values for each
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Table IV. Decaying temperature gradient solutions for each thermally conductive ma-

terial.

Material Time to 1◦C [secs] Diffusivity [10−4]

Aluminum 47 1.04

Copper 44 1.11

Silver 28 1.78

* For an upper sum limit n = 2000

material. It is now apparent that silver is the most capable of diffusing thermal energy

under the given conditions. It is also expected that the use of aluminum as a thermally

conductive material in the hybrid flexure might not be the best design solution, with

respect to copper or silver, if one is to maximize actuation frequency. However, these

analytical results will be compared against FEA results in the following subsection

to see if the 1-D heat transfer scenario is sufficient to intuit the performance of the

three hybrid flexures.

1. Baseline Analysis

The preliminary numerical analyses consider hybrid flexures with a known and con-

sistent geometric configuration and associated secondary material distribution, where

all three design variables are equal:

hi
ho

=
ho
H

=
wo
W

= 0.8. (3.14)

Structural responses are predicted using models that alternatively neglect or account

for the latent heat of transformation. The cyclic transformation times predicted using
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each model and the relative error between them are shown in Table V for each of the

secondary materials considered. The results of an additional analysis case for which

the secondary material is taken to be SMA (and the void remains) is provided for

comparison. These transformation times are subdivided into forward and reverse

transformation contributions and are compared in Fig. 21. Additionally, the tip

deflections of the baseline flexures over time are plotted in Fig. 22.

First, we note the substantial decrease in actuation time obtained when SMA

material1 is replaced with more thermally conductive material. Further, we note

that the general trends are captured with the less computationally expensive (and

more robust) model that neglects latent heat, the cycle time of the SMA actuator is

extended by approximately 17% when this important term is considered. These latter

findings are used in the design optimization study, where the “latent heat neglected”

model is used to explore the overall design space and the consistent and more accurate

“full model” is used to find a final optimized solution.

Table V. Observing the impact of neglecting latent heat effects on transformation cycle

times for the baseline flexure configurations.

Aluminum Copper Silver SMA

Latent Heat Neglected 690 s 830 s 710 s 1440 s

Full Model 830 s 990 s 870 s -

Error 17% 16% 18% -

Another point of interest is that, according to Fig. 21, an aluminum-SMA hybrid

1Several convergence issues related to the global solver were encountered in using
the full model to analyze the all-SMA flexures. As a result, only output from the
“latent heat neglected” models exist for these cases.
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Fig. 21. Full transformation times for the baseline configuration.

flexure with an identical material distribution as the other two flexures has the small-

est transformation time, and therefore has the highest actuation frequency. This is

counter to our intuition, given the results from the 1-D heat transfer scenario hypoth-

esized at the beginning of this section. In fact, it was predicted from Table IV that

an aluminum-SMA hybrid flexure would have the poorest overall thermal qualities.

A closer look at Fig. 22, however, shows that the combined mechanical properties

of the aluminum and SMA cause the hybrid flexure to have a much lower overall

tip displacement during actuation. The lower tip displacement of the aluminum-

SMA flexure could be attributed to the relatively high yield stress of the aluminum.

At stress levels lower than the aluminum yield stress, copper and silver are able to

plastically deform and are therefore less of an impedance on SMA motion during

transformation, and as a result the tip deflection is less affected. Since the rate of

transformation for the aluminum-SMA flexure is much the same as the other two
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flexures, this material combination is able to complete actuation more quickly.

Cooling

Heating

Fig. 22. Tip deflection of the baseline flexures over time (full model).

2. Optimization of Material Distribution

We then perform an automated study to determine the optimized design solutions for

hybrid flexures including each of the three secondary materials. Because the evalua-

tion of the latent heat significantly increases the analysis run time and may preclude

convergence for some geometric configurations, the overall optimization procedure is

divided into two steps. The first step neglects latent heat and finds approximately

optimal design solutions for each flexure using an iterative algorithm that evaluates

designs throughout the design space. The second step then refines the search by fully

evaluating the contribution of latent heat, employing a gradient-based optimizer and

using the result of the first step as its initial guess.

During the first step (latent heat neglected), the Design Explorer optimization

option of the ModelCenter tool [69] is utilized. Recall from Chapter II, Section C,

that Design Explorer is a fast and robust scheme for navigating the design space
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towards some goal (i.e., maximizing Pcyc/mtot). The algorithm proceeds to sample

the design space via FEA, choosing design variable values based on previous design

attempts and seeking the design with the maximum power-to-mass ratio that does

not violate the specified design constraints. The three approximate optimized design

solutions found using this “latent heat neglected” model are summarized in Table VI.

The value of σmaxSMA is reported to prove that constraints were satisfied.

Table VI. Optimization step one results: design variables, root dimensions, and re-

sponse outputs for the approximate design solutions of each hybrid flexure

(latent heat neglected).

Design Solution Aluminum Copper Silver

ho/H 0.82 0.57 0.63

hi/ho 0.90 0.90 0.90

wo/W 0.90 0.87 0.90

ltherm [mm] 0.18 0.13 0.14

ho [mm] 3.69 2.57 2.84

wo [mm] 17.1 16.5 17.1

Pcyc/mtot[W/kg] 17.5E-3 8.72E-3 9.97E-3

σmaxSMA [MPa] 283 300 289

The second step employs the full phase transformation model (latent heat eval-

uated) in performing gradient-based design optimization [69]. The approximations

provided by the first step (see Table VI) are used as the initial guesses for the sec-

ond step. The gradient algorithm then samples the design space in a small region
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surrounding the initial guess, estimating the local gradient of the objective Pcyc/mtot.

This information is used to choose a new design that maximizes the objective while

satisfying design constraints. The process terminates when a higher power-to-mass

ratio cannot be found. The three final optimized design solutions found using this full

model are summarized in Table VII. The time vs. deflection response of each of these

optimized designs are illustrated in more detail in Fig. 23. Flexure tip deflection over

time is seen in Fig. 23(a). The total times to complete transformation, subdivided

into forward and reverse contributions, are compared in the bar graph of Fig. 23(b).

It is seen from this data that the hybrid flexure with aluminum as the secondary

material provides an optimized design solution with the highest power-to-mass ratio

for the given search bounds. Considering the lower actuation deflection of the alu-

minum hybrid flexure, it is clear that this high measure of performance is due to the

low density of aluminum. It is also worth noting that the two design variables hi/ho

and wo/W for aluminum and silver converged to values of 0.9. Since these values

correspond to the upper search bounds of the design vector, we cannot determine if

a better design solution with a potentially higher power-to-mass ratio exists where

values of hi/ho and wo/W are greater than 0.9. However, this still implies that a min-

imum of thermally conductive material is needed to increase the ability of the flexure

to effectively diffuse heat energy. Finally, in comparing Table VI with Table VII, it is

clear that only the optimal flexure design for copper changed substantially during the

second optimization step. This highlights the utility of the faster approximate model

for efficiently determining optimal designs. However, the consideration of latent heat

decreased all three power-to-mass ratio predictions noticeably (see Table VII).
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Table VII. Optimization step two results: design variables, root dimensions, and re-

sponse outputs for the final optimized designs.

Design Solution Aluminum Copper Silver

ho/H 0.82 0.63 0.69

hi/ho 0.90 0.86 0.90

wo/W 0.90 0.75 0.90

ltherm [mm] 0.18 0.20 0.16

ho [mm] 3.69 2.84 3.11

wo [mm] 17.1 14.3 17.1

Pcyc/mtot [W/kg] 14.9E-3 5.30E-3 7.83E-3

σmaxSMA [MPa] 282 296 299
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Fig. 23. Transformation deflections and times for optimized full model designs.
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CHAPTER IV

DESIGN OPTIMIZATION OF A MORPHING AEROSTRUCTURE WITH

INTEGRATED SMA FLEXURES

Having demonstrated a method for optimizing SMA actuator components in Chap-

ter III, we now demonstrate the capability of the expanded modeling framework for

handling more complicated assembly-level design and analysis. This study is moti-

vated by an interest in developing more cost- and time-efficient methods for designing

entire morphing aerostructure assemblies alternative to the legacy design-build-test

method. Historically, this legacy method of smart structures design has involved

several iterations of altering, fabricating, and testing expensive physical prototypes,

largely relying on trial and error experimentation to arrive at an “optimized” design

solution. While experimental tests are still important to validate baseline computa-

tional models and to certify final designs, it will be shown here that it is no longer

necessary to use experimental tests alone to explore an entire design space.

This work demonstrates the use of the tools introduced in Chapter II to solve

an example engineering design problem in an efficient manner. However, the thermo-

mechanical coupling effects that were considered in the previous study are neglected

since we are no longer interested in transient solutions. Therefore, we now focus

on designing to the static behavior of a morphing aerostructure with SMA flexures.

This study involves determining the optimized configuration of the assembly by al-

tering design inputs representing the placement of active components and geometry

of support material to minimize a specified cost function related to structural deflec-
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tion. The relevant components of the expanded modeling framework are illustrated

in Fig. 24.

Mechanical ObjectiveInputs

Constraints

Mechanical

Fig. 24. Pertinent aspects of the expanded modeling framework for assembly-level mor-

phing structure design.

The first section of this chapter reviews the example aerostructure, and its as-

sociated FEA model, and outlines the tools used in this study. Two cost functions,

formulated as different mathematical evaluations of the optimization statement, are

described and the optimization algorithm is summarized. This includes a specially

tailored version of the design optimization algorithm outlined in Chapter II, Section

C. The second section presents tabular and illustrative results for the optimized design

variables and the resultant cost evaluations for each cost function.

A. Engineering Model and Analysis Tools

As in Chapter III, the Boeing VGC illustrated in Fig. 25 is the motivating morph-

ing structure design here. Recall from Chapter I that the VGC consists of three

SMA flexures installed in a prestrained martensitic configuration onto a carbon fiber
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composite panel. This panel contains two thickened regions of stiffening tape used

to provide additional structural support and to prevent panel buckling during flex-

ure actuation. Here, the interaction between the actuators and carbon fiber panel is

considered, and therefore the VGC assembly is modeled in its entirety.

SMA flexures (x3) 

Composite panel 

Stiffening Tape 
Regions (x2) 

Centerline 

Fig. 25. Illustration of the stiffening tape regions and SMA flexure configuration on

the flight-tested VGC.

The VGC is an example of an application developed using the legacy design-

build-test method. A more efficient design methodology for any such structure is the

primary motivation for this focused study. During the initial development phase of

the VGC, several prototypes were designed, built, and tested with various flexure

geometries and configurations [21]. The process iterated for three-and-a-half years

until the centerline deflection profile of the chevron nearly matched an “ideal” pro-

file chosen by aerodynamicists and acoustics engineers (see Fig. 26) to provide the

required reduction in noise levels. This trial and error method of design is inherently

expensive, time-consuming, and has the potential to bypass better performing design

configurations.
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Fig. 26. Plot of the ideal VGC centerline deflection profile for takeoff and cruise con-

ditions.

The purpose of this study is to show that a better design solution for the VGC

can be found in a more efficient manner, given available constitutive modeling tools

and optimization algorithms. To accomplish this, various design configurations of

the VGC are analyzed in which the position of SMA flexures and the thickness of

the stiffening tape are optimized such that the surface deflection of the composite

panel matches with the aeroacoustically ”ideal” profiles seen in Fig. 26, subject to

best-practice constraints regarding SMA and composite loads. This is posed in the

form of the following problem statement:

Determine an optimized design of the Boeing VGC that best achieves de-

sired deflection profiles at takeoff and cruise conditions by altering only

flexure placement/orientation and stiffening tape thickness without over-

straining the composite panel or overstressing the SMA components.

1. Specific Analysis Tools

The same combination of numerical analysis and simulation process management

tools used in the previous study from Chapter III are used here:
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1. the Abaqus FEA suite (see Chapter II, Section A.1),

2. the SMA constitutive model implemented as an Abaqus/Standard UMAT (see

Chapter II, Section A.2),

3. the Design Explorer design optimization tool available in Model Center (see

Chapter II, Section C).

Note that, since the static behavior of the structure is considered here, we neglect

the latent heat terms in the SMA constitutive model and specify the use of STATIC

analysis steps in Abaqus.

2. Model Geometry and Materials

The 3-D FEA model of the VGC is similar to that found in the works of Hartl et

al. [21], [22]. A composite panel FEA mesh, consisting of 3-D second-order triangular

shell elements (STRI65), is imported into the model assembly. This mesh is graph-

ically rendered as a single layer and is shown in Fig. 27. The computational model

specifies 15 composite layers of alternating 90◦ carbon fiber weaves, each 0.21 mm

thick. Two thickened stiffening tape regions are also included, as shown in Fig. 27.

Symmetry is assumed along the centerline of the composite panel, and subsequently

only half of the assembly is modeled and symmetric boundary conditions are imposed.

Each SMA flexure is modeled using the nominal physical dimensions representative

of flexures manufactured by Boeing (124 mm x 38 mm with a thickness of 4.4 mm at

the center and tapering to 1.7 mm at the tip). The resulting shape, seen in Fig. 27,

is an arcing beam that is meshed using second-order reduced integration 3-D stress

elements (C3D20R), with one element through the thickness1. These flexures consist

1No discernible change in the structural response was detected during transforma-
tion when the number of thickness elements was increased.
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of Ni60Ti40 SMA, whose material properties are given in Chapter III, Table II.

x

y

Composite panel SMA flexure (x1.5)

Stiffening tape
region

Full VGC FEA
assembly

Fig. 27. 3-D FEA models of the VGC composite panel (left), SMA flexure (right), and

assembled structure.

3. Initial and Boundary Conditions

To establish the correct assembled stress conditions in the flexures and panel, the full

finite element analysis must consider the process of installing the flexures onto the

panel as separate steps before initiating SMA actuation. The process is generalized

for use with any design configuration of the VGC, and is capable of autonomously

assembling the model for any feasible placement of the flexures. Installation of the

flexures is reflected in the first three of six total analysis steps. Initially, the composite

panel is kinematically constrained near its base with zero-displacement boundary

conditions applied over an engine attachment region (shown in Fig. 28). Both full

and half (symmetric) flexures are placed well above the panel surface at 107 ◦C (Af +
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37 ◦C). The center nodes of the underside of each flexure are kinematically tied to

vertically-oriented AXIAL connector elements, which terminate at reference points

located well beneath the panel, as seen in Fig. 28. The analysis proceeds with the

first three steps, which are outlined as follows:

1. Controlled downward displacement of both flexures, specified at four “mount-

ing” points, moves the flexure tip nodes close to the substrate. Contact controls

disallowing surface penetration are specified between flexure tip nodes and the

substrate and allow for sliding. The flexures and substrate come into contact.

The flexures and substrate come into contact.

2. The axial connector elements contract along their vertical axis, drawing the

reference points closer to the center flexure nodes. The flexure is thus “clamped”

to the panel surface, introducing additional stress into both the flexures and the

panel.

3. To simulate bonding of the center of the flexure with the substrate [79], contact

controls disallowing post-contact separation are activated between the underside

of the flexure, at its center, and the top surface of the panel. Simultaneously,

the displacement boundary conditions on the connector elements are released.

Following the analysis steps related to multicomponent assembly, those pertaining

to the transformation (and therefore operation) of the SMA flexures begin. These

transformation steps are:

4. Cool flexures to full martensite.

5. Heat flexures to 58 ◦C (Af − 12 ◦C).

6. Cool flexures to 20 ◦C (Mf + 51 ◦C).
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Reference Points
Connector Elements (x2)

Before Clamping

After Clamping

Mounting Points (x8)

Engine Attachment 
Region

Fig. 28. Graphical representation of the SMA flexure installation.

Due to the thermal conditions specified in steps (v) and (vi), the material points

composing the flexures traverse a minor loop within the full SMA transformation

hysteresis. This additional design choice provides a small additional regime of motion

control outside the normal dynamic range of the VGC.

4. Optimization Statement

To frame the problem statement in a design optimization setting, the cost function,

design variables, and constraints on chosen output parameters must be carefully con-

sidered. This study focuses on obtaining optimized design solutions for only the

takeoff flight condition, when the SMA is thermally activated and the chevron is

deflected into the flow. A non-dimensional cost function C quantifies the absolute

deviation, or error |ε(x)|, of the FEA-predicted local panel deflections from the ideal

deflection profile for the takeoff condition. The ideal panel deflection along the axis
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of symmetry (the centerline) can be seen in the graph in Fig. 26.

Two design optimization cases are considered in this study. Both formulations

integrate the absolute error |ε(x)| along the centerline while applying a weighting

function f(x) to more heavily penalize error near the tip of the panel, a region that

is assumed to be particularly important in generating the desired aeroacoustic effect.

Here, the weighting function is taken to be

f(x) = 9
x

L
, (4.1)

where x is the distance from the origin to a point on the centerline (see Fig 27)

and L is the distance from the origin to the tip of the panel. The manner in which

this weighting function is implemented then varies between the two cost functions.

In the first case, the cost formulation C1 preserves the linear nature of f(x) and is

mathematically represented as:

C1 =
1

h

∫ L

0

|ε(x)| [1 + f(x)] dx, (4.2)

where h is the average distance between FEA nodes along the centerline. This par-

ticular formulation of the cost function results in a linear cost weight that increases

10 times from the origin towards the tip node.

In the second case, the cost formulation C2 greatly increases the penalty for

errors near the tip by considering an exponential implementation of f(x):

C2 =
1

h

∫ L

0

|ε(x)| [1 + Aekf(x)] dx, (4.3)

where A = 10−23 and k = 6.27 in this case study. The resulting cost function C2 is

more heavily influenced by tip node error than C1.

Cost functions C1 and C2 are discretized for application in the FEA model. The
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panel described in Section 2 is meshed with 115 nodes along the centerline. Assuming

equal nodal spacing along the centerline (∆xi = h), the discretized forms of (4.2) and

(4.3) become summations over the error of each individual centerline node, given as:

C1
∼=

115∑
i=1

|εi|
(

1 + 9
xi
L

)
, (4.4)

C2
∼=

115∑
i=1

|εi|
(

1 + Ae(k
9xi
L

)
)
. (4.5)

Minimization of the cost function C is accomplished by varying the location

and orientation of the SMA flexures and thickness of the stiffening tape regions2 as

input design variables, which are illustrated in Fig. 29. Assuming symmetry along

the centerline of the VGC, we consider a coordinate system whose origin is located on

the centerline and at the base of the chevron, as shown in Fig. 29. We then consider

the following design variables with respect this coordinate system:

• xhalf : the x -coordinate, in millimeters, of the centroid of the half flexure,

• xfull: the x -coordinate, in millimeters, of the centroid of the full flexure,

• yfull: the y-coordinate, in millimeters, of the centroid of the full flexure,

• θfull: the orientation of the full flexure, in degrees, about the centroid and with

respect to the x -axis,

• ttape: a multiplying factor of the thickness of the stiffening tape region from the

flight-tested VGC configuration.

2Only the thickness of the stiffening tape is considered variable as opposed to the
entire substrate, since the nominal substrate layup is taken to be identical to the fan
cowl to which it is attached.
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yfull ttape

x

y

xhalf

Fig. 29. Graphic representation of the design variables considered in this design study.

In addition, constraints are established to limit damage to the SMA flexures and

composite panel. These constraints bound the maximum measured SMA component

Mises stress (σmaxSMA) and maximum measured in-plane principle strain of the com-

posite panel (εmaxpanel) from above by the critical values σcritSMA and εcritpanel, respectively.

Throughout the remainder of this work, these critical limits are taken to be:

• σcritSMA = 276 MPa (40 ksi),

• εcritpanel = 0.5%.

The engineering problem statement is then summarized as a constrained opti-

mization problem in Table VIII. Note that limits have been placed on the input design

variables to confine our search to a reasonable area of the design space. However it

is shown in the following subsection that these limits are not sufficient to prevent the

generation of infeasible designs and that further measures are required to properly
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search the design space.

Table VIII. The design optimization summary for this morphing aerostructure study.

Objective:

Minimize C1, C2

Input:

95 ≤ (xhalf ) ≤ 275

95 ≤ (xfull) ≤ 275

by varying 95 ≤ (yfull) ≤ 275

-30 ≤ (θfull) ≤ 30

0.01 ≤ (ttape) ≤ 3.0

Constraints:

subject to
σmaxSMA ≤ σcritSMA

εmaxpanel ≤ εcritpanel

5. Optimization Algorithm

We begin describing the optimization process by considering the limits that have

been placed on the inputs. The chosen ModelCenter optimization tool explores a

given design space that is defined only by upper and lower limits on input design

variables. In this specific case, the design space shown in Fig. 30 is then bounded by

a simple two-dimensional box around the composite panel that limits the design vari-

ables governing the location of each SMA component (xfull, yfull, xhalf ). Considering

that a great deal of empty space is enclosed within this bounded area, and further

considering that many angles of θfull are investigated, more stringent and more com-

plicated constraints must be considered. Since the average run time for each FE
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analysis is 20 minutes, and since many runs are necessary in order to converge to

an optimal solution, a significant amount of time could be wasted if non-physical

configurations resulting from infeasible design vectors were submitted for analysis.

However, a mathematical formulation of constraints is not possible for an arbitrarily

shaped structure such as the one considered in this study. Therefore, we allow the

optimization algorithm to choose design vectors from a simply bounded set, but then

prevent non-physical designs from being submitted for analysis. To accomplish this,

a geometry checking subroutine is implemented to predict if a given design vector will

result in an infeasible model. An infeasible design vector is one in which:

1. any part of a flexure is placed outside of the bounding area (the black box in

Fig. 30),

2. any part of a flexure is placed in the empty space within the bounding area,

3. flexures interfere with each other,

4. any of the four mounting points of each flexure are placed within the engine

attachment region.

This algorithm is executed prior to each analysis and prevents an analysis from

running if the suggested design configuration cannot satisfy the three requirements

listed above. The feasbility check executes within seconds, saves hours of analysis

time over the course of a full optimization, and can be useful for appropriately han-

dling design vectors over any irregular domain that cannot be easily bounded with

simple geometric equations. The feasibility checking algorithm is implemented as

a subroutine within the main Python script and represents the chevron panel and

flexures as shapes in a 2-D Cartesian coordinate system. The chevron component is
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Fig. 30. Design space for the flexure location design variables.

approximated using ten connected points, and the flexures are expressed as rectan-

gles with four mounting points. A graphic of the chevron and flexures in this 2-D

approximate representation can be seen in Fig. 31. Note that the mounting points

are located as black circles on the full-flexure.

The subroutine starts by checking the first of the four feasibility requirements

and so determines if any of the flexure corners lie outside of the bounding area shown

Fig. 30. If this is true, then the algorithm exits and prevents the analysis from

running the suggested design configuration. If this is false, then a combination of a

sorting algorithm and a linear regression analysis is employed to check each of the

subsequent three feasibility conditions: (ii), (iii), and (iv). Examples of proposed

flexure placements checked by the algorithm are shown in Fig. 32.

In the event that the feasibility subroutine prevents a configuration from being

analyzed, the ModelCenter-based optimizer tags the attempted design vector as a

“failed” run and will attempt to continue searching the design space. However, simple

gradient optimization algorithms are particularly sensitive to missing data resulting
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Fig. 31. Example of a proposed design configuration. Outlined are approximations of

the chevron (blue), half-flexure (black), and full-flexure (green).

from failed engineering analysis and are less likely to converge upon optimized design

solutions when this occurs. Given the nature of the feasibility check, it is clear that

a robust optimization algorithm capable of handling a number of unsuccessful design

attempts is necessary. For this reason, we choose to use the Design Explorer tool

suite, which was developed with these needs in mind3.

The flow of data for a general iterative optimization scheme was described in

Chapter II, Section C. However, since a feasibility analysis is required in this study, a

specially tailored procedure considering the eventuality of passed/failed design vectors

is necessary. This new scheme is illustrated in Fig. 33. Design Explorer first chooses

a design vector and passes it to the geometry checking algorithm. This algorithm

checks for model feasibility and, based on the requirements stated earlier, either

3The model analyzed in this study is also suited for optimization using genetic
algorithms. However, this algorithm was overlooked due to the high number of runs
needed to complete an evolutionary optimization.
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PASS FAIL FAIL 

Valid Configuration Flexure Interference Multiple Violations 

Fig. 32. Examples of possible design configurations checked by the feasibility algo-

rithm.

prevents the preprocessing of the model or allows the analysis to continue. Each

successful FE analysis outputs the scalar value calculated from the cost function, the

maximum in-plane principal strain anywhere in the panel, and the maximum Mises

stress anywhere in the SMA flexures encountered during transformation through the

minor loop (the final two steps of the analysis). These values are then passed back

into the Design Explorer simulation process manager and the algorithm chooses the

next design vector. If an optimized design solution is found, the scheme terminates

and Design Explorer reports the optimized design variables and associated output

values.

B. Analysis Procedures and Results

Applying the procedures outlined in Section 5 to the two cost functions C1 and C2,

two optimized designs are found. The optimized design solution Design 1 will be

used to denote the configuration associated with the design vector that was originally

found to minimize cost function C1, and likewise for Design 2 with C2. ModelCenter

converged upon these design solutions after 189 successful function evaluations for
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Fig. 33. Flow chart describing the iterative analysis process for VGC design optimiza-

tion.

C1 and 236 evaluations for C2, requiring approximately 60-80 total hours of CPU

time for each cost function. To compare the performance of Design 1 and Design 2

with the Boeing prototype [80], the flexure configuration and tape thickness of the

nominal flight test design are used to generate and analyze a representative FEA

model. The configurations for all three designs are shown in Fig. 34 and the input

design variable values, resultant maximum SMA stresses, and maximum composite

strains are numerically summarized in Table IX.

From Table IX, it can be seen that the optimized configurations do not seem

to be restricted by the constraints on σcritSMA or εcritpanel specified in Section 4 (recall
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Flight Test
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Design 1 (C1)

ttape = 1.19 mm ttape = 1.11 mm ttape = 0.82 mm

Design 2 (C2)

Fig. 34. Illustrations of the nominal optimized VGC configurations.

that σcritSMA = 276 MPa and εcritpanel = 0.5%). It is also interesting to note that the

orientation of the full flexures (∼ 30◦) between the original flight test configuration

and Design 1 are fairly consistent and generally conform to the triangular shape of

the substrate, as seen in Fig. 34. In addition, the center flexures (i.e. those that lie

on the centerline) in both optimized configurations are placed further from the tip of

the panel than was the case for the original flight test configuration.

Figure 35 provides contour plots of the analytical surface deflection error (devi-

ation from the ideal surface) for each of the designs. Configurations Design 1 and

Design 2 show a considerable improvement in the centerline region over the FEA

representation of the Boeing flight tested prototype, albeit at the expense of an in-

crease in error in regions away from the centerline. The predicted centerline deflection

profiles for each of the configurations are plotted against the ideal profiles in Fig. 36.

It can be seen that the predicted takeoff profile in Design 2 more closely matches

the ideal takeoff profile than that of Design 1. This result indicates that the Design

Explorer algorithm, in minimizing C1, did not effectively explore the design space in
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Table IX. Optimal design values and resultant stresses and strains for three VGC

configurations.

Analysis Output Flight Tested Design 1 Design 2

xhalf [mm] 280 195 187

xfull [mm] 174 220 245

yfull [mm] 123 90 82

θfull [deg] -30.0 -28.9 -20.7

ttape [mm] 1.19 1.11 0.82

σmaxSMA [MPa] 159.4 147.4 145.7

εmaxpanel [%] 0.26 0.30 0.32

the vicinity of Design 2, and instead settled on a solution with a higher cost4.

4This is likely due to the selection of default search options prior to starting the
algorithm. This resulted in an initial sampling of the design space that was unrefined
and a local minima was accepted as the optimized design.
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Fig. 35. Contour plots of analytical surface deviations from the ideal surface.
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Fig. 36. Centerline deflection profiles for various VGC configurations.
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CHAPTER V

FLUID-STRUCTURE INTERACTION OF AN SMA ACTUATED MORPHING

AEROSTRUCTURE∗

As explained in Chapter I, SMAs have a high actuation energy density that makes

them an ideal replacement for conventional actuation mechanisms in morphing aerostruc-

tures. However, SMA components are often exposed to the same highly variable envi-

ronments experienced by the aeroelastic assemblies into which they are incorporated.

This is motivating design engineers to consider modeling fluid-structure interaction

(FSI) for prescribing dynamic, solution-dependent boundary conditions. The follow-

ing system-focused study demonstrates the FSI capabilities of the expanded modeling

framework by analyzing a particular morphing aerostructure in a representative flow

field. The effect of the considered morphing structure on the pressure and velocity

field of a high-speed fluid flow, and conversely the effect of the pressure distribution

of the fluid on the deflection profile, is of particular interest. These areas of inter-

est are best represented as highlighted, or “active”, fields of the expanded modeling

framework illustrated in Fig. 37.

The first section reviews the morphing structure design, outlines which of the

tools introduced in Chapter II are invoked to analyze this engineering problem, and

describes the specific details of the models. This includes discussion regarding fluid

and solid domain geometries, material properties, and initial/boundary conditions.

The second section presents numerical analysis results that are validated against

experimental data from benchtop and representative flow tests.

∗Reprinted with permission from “Modeling Fluid Structure Interaction with
Shape Memory Alloy Actuated Morphing Aerostructures” by Stephen D. Oehler,
Darren J. Hartl, Travis L. Turner, and Dimitris C. Lagoudas, 2012. Proceedings of
SPIE, Vol. 8343, Copyright 2012 by SPIE.
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Fig. 37. Pertinent aspects of the expanded modeling framework for fluid-structure in-

teraction.

A. Engineering Model and Analysis Tools

The morphing aerostructure modeled in this study is the SMA hybrid composite

(SMAHC) chevron [12], a prototype developed at the NASA Langley Research Cen-

ter (LaRC) in the early 2000s1. Recall from Chapter I that the SMAHC chevron is

a composite panel with embedded SMA ribbons installed in a pre-strained marten-

sitic configuration below the neutral axis, and that heating of the ribbons induces

contraction of the SMA resulting in panel deflection. A 1:9 scaled physical prototype

of this assembly, shown in Fig. 38, has been built and tested in representative flow

conditions at the NASA LaRC Small Anechoic Jet Facility (SAJF) [12]. The focus of

the tests was to determine the thermal distribution and actuated deflection profile of

the chevron as a response to closed- and open-loop controllers, while exposed to sub-

sonic flows. These tests are the motivation for this current work, where we attempt to

1Although this method is demonstrated on a specific application here, it is intended
for use with any morphing aerostructure analysis.
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replicate these test conditions in a computational model. This study will only focus

on the resulting deflection profile of the chevron due to the mechanical effects of the

flow field, given a specified thermal distribution and without regard for the controls

system. The following subsections describe in greater detail the scheme used to gen-

erate the FSI models, as well as the procedure for importing, creating, or specifying

the solid and fluid geometries, material properties, and boundary conditions.

~2 in. 

Fig. 38. Scaled prototype of the SMAHC chevron.

1. Specific Analysis Tools

Note from the Venn diagram in Fig. 37 that the areas of interest in this study involve

predicting the response of the SMA components and surrounding composite structure,

while accounting for a dynamic fluid environment. This FSI problem requires the

use of cosimulation methods, which have been outlined in Chapter II, Section B.2.

Through the Abaqus cosimulation engine (CSE), we link the following tools:

1. the standard, thermomechanically uncoupled, formulation of the constitutive

model (UMAT) implemented in the Abaqus FEA framework (see Chapter II,
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Sections A.1 and A.2),

2. the CFD incompressible flow module native to Abaqus (see Chapter II, Section

B.1).

For this study, data exchange through CSE is chosen to occur every 10−4 seconds,

over a total time step spanning 0.15 seconds, and follows the Gauss-Seidel time-

marching algorithm [31] shown in Fig. 11.

2. Model Geometries and Materials

The solid and fluid models analyzed in this study contain geometric representations

of the SMAHC chevron and the environment surrounding the nozzle test setup, re-

spectively. The 3-D FEA solid model geometry is identical to that found in the works

of Turner et al. [12]. A composite panel FEA mesh consisting of quadrilateral and

triangular shell elements (S4 and S3 respectively) is imported into the solid model

assembly, seen in Fig. 39. The mesh is graphically rendered as a single layer, however

the model specifies section definitions for five plies of 0.127 mm-thick glass-epoxy

oriented with respect to 0.152 mm-thick SMA ribbons in the following order: -45◦,

+45◦, 90◦, SMA, +45◦, SMA, -45◦. [12]. In order to reduce computational expense,

symmetry along the centerline is assumed and thus only half of the structure is mod-

eled. Note that this assumption is only valid because the bend-twist coupling effect

in this asymmetric ply lay-up is considered weak and can therefore be neglected.

The composite material properties used in this study are borrowed from the

works of Turner et al. [12], where the special orthotropic properties of the glass-epoxy

plies have been defined. However, the established FEA framework [21], [22] in this

study calls for a full, 3D SMA constitutive model [68] rather than the purely thermoe-

lastic model proposed in those works. Therefore, a full set of SMA material properties
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SMA Ribbons (x2)

Symmetry

Composite panel

Fig. 39. 3-D FEA model of the SMAHC chevron.

specific to this model must be calibrated. These material properties are characterized

using a combination of thermal actuation2 and blocked force data [81]. In this case,

an untrained specimen of Ni55Ti45 (wt.%) ribbon from NASA LaRC that is identi-

cal in dimensions and composition to the specimen used in the SMAHC chevron is

characterized using a differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) and a material testing

system (MTS).

The results from DSC analysis, plotted in Fig. 40, are used to provide approxi-

mate values for the zero-stress transformation temperatures (As, Af , Ms, and Mf ),

which are used to program full-cycle isobaric thermal actuation tests3. Following DSC

analysis, the full-cycle thermal actuation tests are performed on the specimen at three

applied stress levels: 50 MPa, 100 MPa, and 200 MPa. The stress-temperature phase

diagram shown in Fig. 41 is plotted from the resulting thermal actuation data, giving

2Thermal actuation data obtained in a laboratory setting using methods outlined
in the works of Lagoudas et al. [46].

3Tests were conducted using an MTS R© Insight 30 kN electromechanical, screw-
driven test frame and a Thermcraft R© thermal chamber. Chamber temperature was
controlled via convective heating and liquid nitrogen cooling.
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Heating

Cooling

Fig. 40. Heat flow as a function of DSC chamber temperature.

a more accurate reassessment of the zero-stress transformation temperatures. Isother-

mal pseudoelastic tests are then conducted at chamber temperatures well above Af

and well below Mf to determine the elastic moduli for both the austenitic and marten-

sitic states (EA and EM) respectively.

It is important to note that the coefficients in the current maximum transforma-

tion strain function Hcur(σ) and the stress influence coefficient of austenite CA (i.e.

the slope of the reverse transformation surface) are not calibrated from the thermal

actuation tests, as is conventional [21]. The reason for this can be seen in Fig. 42,

where the specimen ceases providing recovery stress at higher temperatures under

blocked load. This is interpreted as plastic yielding of the specimen during transfor-

mation, a phenomena not captured here by thermal actuation testing. This behavior

indicates that the FEA model should account for plasticity in order to provide an

accurate prediction of the behavior of the SMA ribbon when it is embedded in the

glass-epoxy plies of the SMAHC chevron. A particular version of the constitutive
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Fig. 41. Phase diagram obtained from thermal actuation testing.

model has been tailored for the purpose of accounting for the generation and evo-

lution of irrecoverable plastic strains [64], however its use would require significant

characterization efforts beyond the scope of this work. For the present, this yielding

phenomena has instead been approximated by directly calibrating Hcur(σ) and CA to

closely match the aforementioned blocked force test data [81], seen in Fig. 42. From

Fig. 42, it is determined that the model prediction and experimental data are in good

agreement at lower temperatures in the range 30 − 90◦C. However, error between

the two curves begins to develop at higher temperatures around ∼ 90◦C, peaking at

∼ 110◦C.

The finalized set of calibrated SMA material properties that are used for the

remainder of the study are presented in Table X.

The fluid model consists of a 3-D rectangular geometry that approximates the

volume of affected air around the nozzle test setup, which is described in the works

of Turner et al. [12]. The volume, shown in Fig. 43(a), is modeled in symmetry and
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Fig. 42. Comparing the fully calibrated constitutive model with blocked force data [81].

is partitioned at one inlet wall to represent the nozzle flow. This partitioned area,

shown in Fig. 43(b), is used later as the fluid inlet boundary condition (see Section 3).

The upper and lower surfaces of the chevron, illustrated in Fig. 43(c), are specified

as a collection of nodes colocated on a single plane directly above and perpendicular

to the inlet area. This represents the SMAHC chevron fixed onto the nozzle exit.

The resulting domain is meshed using tetragonal linear fluid elements (FC3D4) and

without consideration of the boundary layer. It is assumed that the boundary layer

can be neglected here since the inertial effects of the air flow are expected to greatly

exceed viscous effects encountered in the analysis.

The relevant properties of air, density ρ and dynamic viscosity µ, corresponding

to standard temperature and pressure (STP) are assumed for the fluid model material

definitions [77]. These are summarized in Table XI. Note that density is considered

constant throughout the analysis, as the current fluid model is not yet capable of

analyzing compressible flows.
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Table X. Material properties for the Ni55Ti45 (wt.%) shape memory alloy.

Property Value Property Value

ρ [kg/m3]* 5720 Ms [◦C] 47

EA [GPa] 81 Mf [◦C] 22

EM [GPa] 51 As [◦C] 27

CA [MPa/◦C] 12.0 Af [◦C] 82

CM [MPa/◦C] 12.0 Hcur(σ) = 0.0065

[
1− exp

(
−794σ

EA

)]
ν 0.33 n1,2,3,4 0.2, 0.05, 0.1, 0.1

* Density ρ obtained from the works of Turner et al. [12]

3. Initial and Boundary Conditions

The CFD and FEA models in this study consider the proper application of mechanical

and thermal boundary conditions to mimic the conditions under which the represen-

tative flow tests were conducted [12]. In the flow test, the chevron prototype was

mounted on a nozzle and actuated such that the deflected panel was immersed in

the flow. The Abaqus CFD/FEA cosimulation therefore consists of a single analysis

Table XI. Material properties for the representative air flow.

Property Value

ρ [kg/m3] 1.225

µ [kg/m-s] 1.983x10−5
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Fig. 43. Views of the fluid model geometry.

step that spans 0.15 seconds, during which the air velocity at the inlet is steadily

ramped up from zero to a specified magnitude while the chevron is simultaneously

actuated from the martensitic ”powered-off retracted” configuration to the austenitic

”powered-on immersed” configuration4.

The initial/boundary conditions applied to the solid FEA model are illustrated

4A more realistic actuation time history was attempted, however instabilities in
the solution and a significant increase in the residual over successive time increments
detracted from the reliability of the results. Future work will focus on resolving these
issues.
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in Fig. 44. For clarity, these are presented as three different sets of conditions. In

Fig. 44(a), it is shown that nodes along the line of symmetry are constrained to only

move along the plane of symmetry. The displacements and rotations of a select group

of nodes at one end of the embedded SMA ribbon are fixed to represent the actuator

clamp. Fig. 44(b) highlights a selected area of the laminate that is constrained from

moving out-of-plane (the nozzle mounting region). Two nodes within this area are

fixed to represent panel screws. In Fig. 44(c), an FSI boundary condition is applied

to the upper and lower surfaces of the panel. A contour image of the thermal field of

the SMAHC chevron, recorded by the IR camera from the test setup, is imported and

mapped onto the mesh to specify a realistic temperature distribution in the model. At

the beginning of the analysis step, the temperature of the panel is smoothly ramped

from room temperature (293 K, uniformly distributed) to the equivalent temperature

values of the mapped thermal field over the course of 0.08 seconds.

Actuator Clamp 

Sy
m

m
et

ry
 

(a) Symmetry and actuator
clamp.

Nozzle Mounting Region 

Screws 

(b) Mounting region and
screws.

Thermal Mapping 
& FSI Surface 

(c) Imported thermal map
and FSI surface.

Fig. 44. Initial and boundary conditions for the solid FEA model.

The boundary conditions applied to the CFD model are illustrated in Fig. 45. As

with any solid FEA model, the mechanical boundary conditions must also be specified
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here in CFD to properly define the mesh morphing characteristics. The boundary

conditions on the external surfaces of the domain are shown in Fig. 45(a). A uniform

inlet velocity condition is specified in the partitioned region enforcing a smoothly

increasing flow velocity over 0.1 seconds to a maximum specified limit, at which point

the flow stabilizes for the remainder of the analysis step (an additional 0.05 seconds).

A fluid wall condition is specified on the area surrounding the inlet, where flow velocity

is zero. Freestream conditions, where relative gage pressure is zero, are specified at

the top, bottom, side, and outlet of the domain. Lastly, a fluid symmetry condition

is specified on the other side wall such that flow velocity is zero in the direction

normal to the plane of symmetry. The displacements and rotations of all nodes on

the freestream, fluid inlet, and wall regions are fixed, and so the mesh is constrained

from morphing on these boundaries. However, the nodes in the region of symmetry

are allowed to move in-plane in accordance with FSI mesh morphing. The region

where the chevron is located within the fluid domain is highlighted in Fig. 45(b).

The FSI surface condition is applied on the node group that represents both the

upper and lower surfaces of the SMAHC chevron described in Section 2. Thus, the

FSI surface is completely unconstrained and may morph in all three dimensions.

B. Analysis Procedures and Results

The following section discusses results from two numerical analyses conducted using

the models described in Section. 2. The first study employs only the FEA model to

validate the predicted centerline deflection profiles of the SMAHC chevron against

the profiles from benchtop testing conducted in still-air conditions [12]. The second

study utilizes both CFD and FEA models in a cosimulation to predict the effect of

increasing airflow on the deflection profile of a fully actuated SMAHC chevron.
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Fig. 45. Initial and boundary conditions for the fluid CFD model.

1. Zero-Flow Benchtop Analysis

In this analysis, the IR thermal fields are imported into the model for three tempera-

ture set points: 54◦C, 88◦C, and 121◦C. The predicted centerline deflection profiles for

the SMAHC chevron actuated under no flow conditions are shown in Fig. 46. These

profiles are plotted against corresponding experimental data from the benchtop tests.

The computed and experimental profiles match very closely at the lowest tempera-

ture setpoint, 54◦C. However, significant error between the profiles develops as the

temperature setpoint is increased towards 121◦C. This is perhaps due to the details

of the calibration, or the slight difference between the SMA material properties char-

acterized and those used in this study. Recall that the coefficient of austenite CA and

the constants in the current transformation strain equation Hcur(σ) are calibrated to

match blocked force test data, and that the FEA-predicted blocked force response of

the SMA began to deviate from experiment at higher temperatures around ∼ 110◦C.
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Fig. 46. Comparing FEA-predicted and benchtop test-reported [12] centerline deflec-

tion profiles.

2. Representative Flow Conditions

In this next study, the tip deflections for the fully actuated SMAHC chevron are

predicted for four flow conditions. These conditions are considered in terms of nozzle

pressure ratio (NPR): 0 NPR, 1.46 NPR, 1.62 NPR, and 1.75 NPR. These pressure

ratios are converted into equivalent nozzle air velocities (V ), dimensionless Reynolds

numbers (Re), and dimensionless Mach numbers (M) for flow at sea-level in Table XII.

Table XII. Nozzle air flow characteristics.

Property 0 NPR 1.46 NPR 1.62 NPR 1.75 NPR

V [m/s] 0 250 280 300

Re [-] 0 5.1E5 5.7E5 6.1E5

M [-] 0 0.73 0.82 0.87
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Note that the equivalent Mach numbers for each pressure ratio are significantly

higher than Mach 0.3, which is widely accepted as the speed at which air can no

longer be considered incompressible for typical aerodynamic bodies [77]. This could

pose a problem for this study, since the Abaqus/CFD analysis tool cannot account

for compressibility effects. However, the body in this study (the SMAHC chevron)

is flat and remains relatively parallel to the flow, even during actuation. It might be

reasonable to assume that compressibility effects in this study are negligible, even at

the given air speeds.

To test this hypothesis, the Star-CCM+ CFD suite by CD-Adapco [82] is used to

recreate the fluid domain and boundary conditions described in the previous section

as a 2-D domain and, considering the SMAHC to be a rigid flat plate, compare

the results of a simple steady-state incompressible fluid model with a steady-state

compressible model that assumes the ideal gas equation of state. A custom output

field variable called “Percent Density Variation” is queried to plot the difference (or

error) between the density of the incompressible model with that of the compressible

model. The resulting percent density variation contour plot is shown in Fig. 47 for

the worst case scenario, where the inlet velocity is set to 300 m/s. In these side-views

of the fluid domain, the flat plate is circled in red and it can be seen from Fig. 47

that, while there is significant error between the two models downstream of the flat

plate, the region local to the flat plate shows almost no variation in density from the

incompressibility assumption.

In addition, Fig.48 illustrates the velocity contours for the incompressible and

compressible models. It can be seen that there is little apparent variation between

the two solutions for the normal-to-inlet velocity. Considering this, along with the

observation that density variation is nearly zero in the region close to the flat plate, it

can be assumed that the Abaqus/CFD incompressible flow solver will not contribute
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Flat Plate

Fig. 47. Side-view contour plot of the percent error between an assumed constant

density model and an ideal gas model at 1.75 NPR (300 m/s).

a significant amount of error to the actuated tip deflection predictions made during

the FSI analysis.

Using Abaqus/CFD with the FSI cosimulation engine, the full 3-D domain is now

considered. The inlet velocity is ramped from zero to one of the three non-zero NPR

cases, as was specified in the previous section. While the inlet velocity is ramped,

the chevron thermal map for the respective NPR case is simultaneously ramped from

zero to the interpolated end-state nodal temperatures. After the chevron is deflected

into the flow and the flow is fully stabilized, a condition that is monitored through

the real-time output kinetic energy of the fluid domain, the tip deflections associated

with each NPR are plotted in Fig. 49(a) against the average of the independently

obtained experimental values from the representative flow tests [12].

It is interesting to note that, due to the stiffness of the panel, the effect of the

flow on the actuation capabilities of the chevron is quite low. The maximum flow

velocity alters the tip deflection by less than one-tenth of a centimeter, which equates
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Flat Plate

(a) Incompressible model.

Flat Plate

(b) Ideal gas model.

Fig. 48. Side-view contour plot of the normal-to-inlet fluid velocity for the incompress-

ible and compressible models at 1.75 NPR (300 m/s).
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to a total change in tip deflection of around ∼ 5%. Focusing on the relevant area of

the plot, as in Fig. 49(b), we see that the general trend of decreasing tip deflection

with increasing flow velocity does reflect the same trend found from experiment [12].

However, it is difficult to determine the accuracy of the model given that, after each

experiment conducted by Turner and coworkers, the tip deflection of the chevron

prototype never reached zero again after being deactivated in preparation for the

next test.

(a) (b)

Fig. 49. Comparing cosimulation-predicted and representative flow test-reported [12]

tip deflections.

Contours of the fluid velocity on the symmetric face of the fluid domain are plot-

ted in Fig. 50 for the fully actuated chevron, after the flow has completely stabilized

to NPR 1.75. Streamlines are superimposed onto these contours to illustrate the path

of travel for fluid particles. It is immediately apparent that the normal-to-inlet fluid

velocity contours, outside of the main plume of air and away from the chevron, are

significantly lower than those from Fig. 48. Recall that the domain from Fig. 48 is

only 2-D, and so fluid is constrained to move in-plane. The lower fluid velocities

observed in Fig. 50 are a result of the addition of a third dimension, depth, to the
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domain. Thus, fluid momentum is free to expand into the depth of the domain,

effectively decreasing the magnitude of V1.

Also note that the streamlines indicate that the flow at the outlet (on the right

the domain) is angled downward with respect to the velocity inlet. This behavior is

not seen in Fig. 48, where the 2-D domain is analyzed with the SMAHC approximated

as a rigid flat plate. Therefore, it is likely that this downward path of travel seen in

Fig. 50 is a result of the actuated chevron altering the path of the flow.

Chevron

-50.0

350.0

150.0

-100.0

250.0

300.0

200.0

100.0

50.0

0.0

Fig. 50. Side-view of the normal-to-inlet fluid velocity for the 3-D domain at 1.75 NPR

(300 m/s).
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This thesis has proposed a comprehensive framework that can be used to analyze and

design shape memory alloy morphing aerostructures. The following chapter summa-

rizes this framework, describes the important observations from the example engi-

neering problems used to demonstrate its capabilities, and suggests certain areas to

be further explored.

A. The Design Framework

The first two chapters detailed the background and motivation for proposing an ex-

panded design framework with the capability of considering the mechanical response,

transient thermal behavior, and effects of dynamic fluid loading on SMA components,

aeroelastic assemblies, and morphing aerostructure systems. It was shown that in-

tegration of current commercially available and custom coded tools could be used

to cover all of these aspects; namely, a non-linear FEA solver, a thermomechanically

coupled (TMC) SMA constitutive model coded into a UMAT that includes a modified

heat equation, a CFD solver, a cosimulation engine, simulation process management

tools, and optimization algorithms. It was also noted that, although this scheme

consists of all of these tools, the engineer or researcher should carefully select which

tools be used based on elements of the framework that are active in each model.

Of course, this is not an all-inclusive framework that considers all possible cou-

pling effects. Additional work is suggested to include consideration of actuator dynam-

ics. This is especially important as the intelligent design of SMA actuators eventually

reduces transformation cycle times down to real-time levels, where inertial effects of

the component begin to affect the overall behavior of the morphing aerostructure.
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Also, the actuators modeled in this work were assumed to be fully trained to a certain

loading level. As a result, the evolution of transformation strain and other transfor-

mation properties over subsequent cycles was not captured. For proper integration

of these aerostructures as control surfaces, it will be important to consider the effects

of continuous actuation at various loading levels on the transformation hysteresis of

the SMA component.

Of the three overlapping aspects of the framework illustrated in the Venn dia-

gram from Fig. 4, only two of these were demonstrated in this thesis: fluid-structure

interaction (FSI) and TMC. Although the cosimulation algorithm for translating field

output data between fluid and solid FSI models works in much the same way for con-

jugate heat transfer (CHT), a CHT study must still be demonstrated and validated.

This can be accomplished using the same tools and procedures utilized in the exam-

ple FSI engineering problem in Chapter V. However, in this case the thermal energy

model would need to be enabled in Abaqus/CFD, and fluid-side heat flux data would

be exchanged with solid-side nodal temperatures rather than the structural dynamic

field variables exemplified in Chapter II, Section B.2.

The scenario in which a model requires the use of all three interactions (CHT,

FSI, TMC) at the same time must also be addressed and demonstrated. Abaqus/Standard

does currently does not support the concurrent transfer of thermal and mechanical

data with its native CFD module, and so the tools chosen to demonstrate the de-

sign framework cannot analyze all three interactions. A third-party CFD software

must therefore be used to accomplish this end. One possibility is the Star-CCM+

CFD suite by CD-Adapco, which contains the same cosimulation engine libraries as

Abaqus/CFD and can thus communicate with Abaqus/Standard through the same

socket-based transfer protocol as the FSI framework shown in Chapter II, Section B.2.

Another possibility is the Fluent CFD suite by ANSYS, which can also communicate
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with Abaqus/Standard, albeit through the use of another third-party message-passing

interface called the Multi-Physics Coupling Code Interface (MPCCI). It should be

noted that, at the time when this work was initially being conducted, an unsuccessful

attempt was made to use Star-CCM+ for demonstration of full multiphysical cou-

pling of all three interaction types (CHT, FSI, TMC). The then-current version of

Star-CCM+ prohibited Abaqus/Standard from making external references to cus-

tom UMATs, a bug in the programming that has ostensibly been corrected in recent

releases of the suite.

B. Demonstration of the Framework on Example Engineering Problems

The next three chapters demonstrated the expanded framework on real morphing

aerostructure designs, namely the Boeing Variable Geometry Chevron (VGC) and

the NASA Shape Memory Alloy Hybrid Composite (SMAHC) chevron, with a focus

on three analysis levels: component, assembly, and system. Each study necessitated

accounting for certain coupling effects between mechanical, fluid, and transient ther-

mal fields, and therefore required different combinations of analysis and simulation

process management tools.

1. Component-Level Analysis

In Chapter III, the component-focused comparative analysis was performed on hybrid

SMA flexure actuators formed by adding secondary thermally conductive material

regions to existing SMA flexure components. The goal was to assess how different

secondary materials configured in various geometric distributions might enhance ac-

tuation performance. It was shown that the optimized hybrid flexures drastically

reduced the component actuation time with respect to all-SMA flexures. In addition,
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it was discovered that neglecting latent heat effects of transformation resulted in, on

average, 17% error in reported actuation rate.

Unfortunately the difficulty of solving the thermomechanically coupled equa-

tions, termed the “full” model, often resulted in failed analysis runs. As a result, no

actuation frequency data exists for a flexure consisting entirely of SMA. For a more

comprehensive comparative analysis of these flexures, more time should be commit-

ted to determining the proper conditions necessary for a thermomechanically coupled

analysis to converge consistently, or if perhaps this is an internal issue that is central

to the Newton-Rhapson solver. Also, although latent heat effects of transformation

were considered for the hybrid flexures, only approximate thermal material properties

for the SMA were used that were not validated against experiment. It is therefore

suggested that these values be calibrated through careful experimentation for future

consideration of thermomechanical coupling in SMA components. Finally, it is sug-

gested that other thermally conductive materials be considered for integration into

the hybrid flexure design. It is also clear that the interplay between the thermal

diffusivity and yield stress of the conductive material significantly affects the ability

of the hybrid flexure to perform work on an elastic structure. More hybrid material

combinations should be explored with this in mind.

2. Assembly-Level Analysis

In Chapter IV, the optimization of an assembly-level model considered interaction be-

tween SMA actuator components and an elastic composite panel. Positioning of three

SMA flexures and stiffening tape thickness were optimized such that the computed

composite panel deflection profile error with respect to an ideal deflection profile was

minimized. It was shown that the expensive and time-consuming design-build-test

methodology used to arrive at the VGC flight-tested configuration could be circum-
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vented by utilizing the design framework to produce configurations whose centerline

deflections closely matched provided aeroacoustically ideal profiles. A significant dif-

ference in optimized design solutions also demonstrated the importance of choosing

appropriate quantified measures of device performance.

In this study, optimizing the aeroacoustic effectiveness of the VGC components

was considered to be related to how close the actuated aerostructure was to the

ideal deflection profile provided by Boeing aeroacoustics engineers. However, it was

assumed that emphasis must be placed on the proximity of related points on both

profiles, rather than the overall fit of the curves. Recall from Chapter IV that the

optimized design solution for cost function C2 resulted in a centerline deflection profile

that was extremely close to the ideal, but was fairly flat from the base towards the

mid-length of the panel, then linearly deflected towards the tip. This design, though

considered optimized by the chosen cost function, obviously does not capture the

intended smooth curvature of the ideal aerostructure. If the nature of the curvature

was indeed an important factor, the cost function should be reformulated to consider

matching to the spatial derivative of the ideal deflection profile at the tip of the panel.

It is therefore suggested, for future aerostructure optimization studies, that careful

thought go into the proper definition of the objective to achieve the intended design

solution.

3. System-Level Analysis

Finally, in Chapter V, a system-level FSI analysis of a morphing aerostructure was

conducted. In this study, the actuation response was predicted of the structure as

exposed to high-speed fluid flows of varying velocity. It was shown that the FSI be-

tween pressure distribution in the flow field and the deflection profile of the structure

could be captured by using cosimulation. The data from the cosimulation reflected a
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trend of decreasing tip deflection as fluid velocity increased, however this effect was

found to be minimal.

It was also noted that the Abaqus/CFD solver chosen to demonstrate FSI in this

work is currently only capable of analyzing incompressible flows. The FSI study vio-

lated this assumption by modeling flow at a velocity well above the incompressibility

limit for aerospace lifting bodies. It was shown that, for the particular morphing

structure and fluid domain studied, the effect of neglecting compressibility effects

was quite low. However, future analysis of morphing aerostructures that are blunt or

that cause inhomogeneous flow fields in high-speed flows would need to account for

changes in fluid density. This should motivate efforts to increase the accuracy of FSI

modeling by considering less simplifying assumptions. It is suggested that third-party

CFD programs capable of analyzing fluid compressibility, such as Star-CCM+ and

Fluent, be employed to communicate with Abaqus/Standard in order to analyze FSI

problems where the fluid density is expected to change significantly.
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